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Abstract

Today’s Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) systems only provide statistical guarantees,
so bursty, real-time applications cannot rely on them to deliver quality guarantee
computation. We propose Rate-based Abstract Machine (RBAM) – an extension of
the FaaS computation service that associates a guaranteed invocation rate to the FaaS
function. This guarantee enables timely invocation allocation, enabling applications to
meet real-time requirements.

We develop analytical models to study RBAM, proving its capability in bounding
FaaS invocation allocation latency which is sufficient to guarantee applications’ real-
time deadlines. We also use the analytical model to prove the feasibility of RBAM
implementation and derive a naive RBAM allocation algorithm. We use this algorithm
to create an RBAM realization, named Real-time Serverless (RTS).

To demonstrate RBAM applicability, we implement a distributed real-time video
analytic application with Real-time Serverless. RTS ensures both statistical and absolute
application performance guarantees. These new capabilities are also robust against a
wide range of workload burstiness, opening new performance engineering space with
flexible deployments. Further, we use RTS as a building block to create Storm-RTS,
a stream processing engine that utilizes the rate guarantee to implement application
performance transparency and predictability. Such new features allow Storm-RTS to
gain robust performance stability, high deployment flexibility, and can even optimize
application deployment for different objectives with simple declarative policies.

Given this foundation, we will provide an efficient RBAM implementation. We
plan to propose several guaranteed invocation rate allocation algorithms that can deploy
any rate-guarantee with low overhead. We will also develop analytical studies and
simulations to show their efficiency and then implement them inside RTS. We expect to
make RTS implementation cost asymptotically small for a large number of RBAMs.
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1 Thesis Statement

Current FaaS systems provide only statistical performance SLOs, and thus cannot meet
real-time deadlines. We propose RBAM – a new FaaS execution model that pairs guaranteed
invocation rates with each FaaS function deployment. RBAM allows applications to meet
real-time deadlines. Furthermore, RBAM can be implemented with low overhead and can be
generalized to other classes of applications.

Terms in italic are defined as follows.

• Statistical Performance SLOs: performance SLOs are defined in statistical terms. For
example: “99-th of invocation latency is less than 1 second”.

• Real-time deadlines: the maximum allowable delay a task can tolerate. The delay is
measured from when the task emerges to when it completes. In the proposal, unless
specifically mentioned, we consider real-time deadline as hard deadline: missing a
deadline is prohibited.

• Guaranteed invocation rate: FaaS function is guaranteed to get new invocations up to
a certain rate.

• Overhead: the gap between resources allocated to a FaaS function and resources
consumed by its outstanding invocations.

2 Introduction

2.1 The Rise of Bursty, Real-time Applications

Technology advances such as infrastructure improvement, the increasing popularity of
mobile devices as well as the growth of cloud and edge computing enable more and more
IoT applications to emerge. New IoT applications are not only diverse but also experience
massive-scale deployment. Examples include Amazon’s 100 million intelligent assistants
[37], large-scale urban and rural monitoring systems [49, 93], and even expensive large
equipment [67, 103]. Many of these lead to more than 13.14 billion devices created by 2022
and the figure is projected to continue increasing in the years to come [68].

Widespread IoT offers tremendous value. One noticeable benefit is increasing productiv-
ity and efficiency. IoT-enabled automation allows taking actions at high precision and speed
[1, 7] with longer operation hours and predictive maintenance [63, 9, 12]. IoT systems also
offer high adaptability [8, 11], mobility [3, 6], and compliance [10, 4] to create promising
solutions with improved insight at a low cost [5, 2]. Futher, these values are expected to con-
tinue flourishing along with increasing improvement of connectivity (e.g., 6G systems [121]),
computation capability (e.g., emerging Edge and Cloud-Edge computing), and great leaps
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Figure 1: Real-time Bursty Application Examples: External events such as cyberattack,
pedestrian appearance trigger application to start demanding computation that have to finish
before a deadline. To respond in time (e.g., block suspicious traffic, detect identities, etc.) the
application consumes significantly more resources than normal, causing a burst in application
load.

in data science (e.g., Artificial Intelligence). This trend requires a right focus on software
solutions to make IoT-enabled computation go efficiently and seamlessly.

However, observations of IoT workloads reveal many difficulties. IoT-enabled applica-
tions are driven by physical world events that are hard to predict yet require computation-
intensive and time-critical reactions. For example, in Figure 1, a network administration
application detects abnormal traffic so it triggers an in-depth analysis to decide whether it is
a sign of a cyber attack. If so, it will take cybersecurity actions such as closing vulnerable
ports and blocking suspicious traffic to protect internal systems. Another example is a crowd
control application that collects video streams to detect suspicious persons. Anytime a person
appears in the video, the application performs an in-depth analysis. If the analysis detects
a “wanted” person, the application will file a report to the authorities. In both examples,
responses must be taken in time to avoid negative impacts (e.g, letting a fugitive escape,
or putting internal systems under a Denial-of-Service attack). Making such timely actions
demand a lot of resources, leading to a burst in their workloads.

We use the term bursty real-time to refer to workloads characterized by both bursty load
and real-time requirements as mentioned above. Precisely, a bursty real-time application
possesses the following key characteristics:
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• Bursty: The demand of the workload is not stable but often experiences bursts which
have the following attributes.

– Low duty factor: bursts are typically short and rarely happen, thus their duty
factor (i.e, ratio of burst periods over time) is very low, typically less than 10%.

– High computation demand: Bursts create significant higher computation demand
than normal, could be 10x to 100x or even more.

• Real-time: The computation demand of bursts must be served within a strict deadline.

Not only in IoT, bursty real-time workload also emerges from other classes of applications.
Noticeable examples include scientific data streaming, online gaming, stream processing, etc.
Some of them even experience extreme computation intensity and stricter real-time deadlines.
For example, in high energy physics (HEP), finding HEP events containing evidence of new
physical phenomena, such as new partial or dark matter, requires Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) systems to capture 40 million or even more video frames for every detected collision
where each frame has to be processed within 300ns [113]. Online gaming also witnesses
growing bursty traffic. Pokemon Go [115], for example, has approximately 600 million
active players worldwide that could generate up to 50,000 interactive requests per second
yet special events may create bursts with 50x expected load that could last for hours or even
several days [113].

The computation quality of bursty, real-time applications depends on both analysis
accuracy and processing speed. Failing to either make a proper decision or deliver decisions
after the deadlines result in low value/quality or even system failures. Unlike analysis
accuracy, the application cannot control processing speed all by itself but has to rely on
resource availability (i.e., CPU, memory, etc.). When a burst arrives, computation demand
increases dramatically requiring an equivalent growth in resource availability to maintain the
computation pace. Failing to grow resource availability forces the application to slow down
or delay some activities to fit in, thereby prolonging computation time and may miss the
deadline. Rapidly allocating a high quantity of resources within a short duration for real-time
deadlines is difficult. Worse, serving extreme workloads such as the LHC or Pokemon Go
presented above goes beyond the capability of current general-purpose systems (e.g., public
cloud). Instead, their developers have to build specialized systems [99, 100] or make an
exclusive contract with infrastructure providers [35] to make these applications possible.

2.2 Existing Solutions

Given the growing emergence of real-time bursty workload as well as its increasing impor-
tance and computation intensity, designing an appropriate computation model to efficiently
support their burstiness and real-time requirements is critical. This section presents existing
solutions to the workload and their limitations.
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Figure 2: Timeline of existing Cloud computation models. Newer compute models offer
better resource efficiency yet reduce users’ control over cloud resources.

2.2.1 Traditional Cloud Computation Models

Most of today’s real-time bursty applications rely on cloud data centers for computation.
Cloud providers offer various types of computation models addressing different needs of
applications. However, the current growth of cloud service offerings does not focus on
improving application guarantee capability but reducing cost and improving cloud utilization
by sacrificing users’ control over cloud resources (Figure 2). Starting with VMs, cloud
providers allow users to control the whole stack of software development. However, due to
coarse-grained allocations and the lack of adaptation to workload dynamics, VMs incur high
resource waste that increases the cost and reduces resource utilization. Newer computation
models limit user control over cloud resources to offer new opportunities for waste reduction.
For example, burstable instances have users keep their CPU utilization low so that they can
use extra CPU at bursts at a lower cost while cloud providers can exploit the unused CPU
cycles for other users, increasing utilization. Volatile instances also help increase resource
utilization and cost by offering unused resources to users at high discounts with the risk of
getting preempted at any time.

This trend makes bursty real-time implementation difficult as highly usable computation
models offer insufficient real-time support while highly controllable services require too
much deployment effort and cost. For example, burstable instances allow applications to
absorb their bursts within a short duration yet capped both in terms of time and quantity by
credit accumulation. Such limitations make them unusable to workloads experience bursts
with long or hard to predict duration.

Due to the lack of real-time support, application developers have to use highly control-
lable services, such as pre-allocated VMs, in advance which gives them sufficient resource
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(a) VM Reservation (b) Dynamic Allocation

(c) Best-effort FaaS Allocation (d) RBAM Allocation

Figure 3: Resource allocation solutions for Bursty Real-time Applications. Due to the lack of
real-time support, current approaches (VM, dynamic allocation, and FaaS) either fail to meet
real-time deadlines or waste too many resources. RBAM, on the other hand, allows FaaS
invocations allocated at a similar rate with workload’s burst enabling real-time guarantee at
low resource waste.

quantity and privilege to guarantee hard real-time requirements. The pre-allocated quantity
must be large enough to absorb the burst demand which sometimes cannot be done auto-
matically but has to go through face-to-face negotiation. Further, due to the low duty factor
property, VMs are left under-utilized most of the time creating a huge resource waste (Figure
3a).

2.2.2 Dynamic Resource Allocation

Many of today’s solutions for bursty real-time workload workaround the resource waste
problem through dynamic allocation. Instead of running the application over a fixed set of
resources, application developers try to dynamically adjust allocations close to the needs.
They also exploit different computation models for different situation, using one as a compli-
ment of another for better outcomes. The dynamic allocation is an iterative control process
consisting of two steps:
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• Burst Detection: the application detects bursts through various methods, including
workload monitoring [96, 95] and real-time violation detection (soft real-time) [81, 80].
Some application avoids violation by trying to predict potential burst arrivals and then
proactively allocate resources in advance [33].

• Allocation: the application allocates additional resources to absorb the burst. The tricky
part is to allocate just enough resources needed for real-time constraints. This typically
results in complicated prediction (e.g., inference from historical data) [80, 95]. There
are also approaches combining different cloud services, using highly flexible services,
such as FaaS, to absorb the burst [96, 81].

However, all dynamic allocation approaches are constructed upon heuristic methods.
Any application that has its burstiness properties or real-time constraints uncovered by the
heuristic solution may end up with misallocation that leads to either real-time violation or
resource waste (Figure 3b).

2.2.3 Function-as-a-Service

Function-as-a-service (FaaS), also known as Serverless, [17, 18, 32] offers promising features,
such as auto-scaling and pay-as-you-go, that can resolve limitations of dynamic allocation. In
FaaS, computations are carried out inside invocations triggered by the application. Each invo-
cation has a resource configuration specifying how many resources it can utilize. Invocations
do not share resources and hold them until termination. By this scheme, an application can
request more resource allocations by simply executing more invocations. These properties
allow FaaS resource allocation naturally to scale with computation demand. This gives a
huge advantage to bursty real-time applications: when bursts arrive, the application simply
invokes as many invocations as required to match the bursting demand and then releases them
once computation completes. Doing so not only delivers sufficient resources for real-time
guarantee but also significantly reduces the time, efforts, cost of application development
and deployment.

Unfortunately, current FaaS systems allocate invocations in a best-effort manner. There
is no restriction on allocation time or even on whether an allocation succeeded. This scheme
adds complexity and uncertainty to application performance because they cannot time the
resource allocation correctly. For the case of bursty, real-time application, the surge of load at
burst urges the FaaS systems to aggressively seek a large number of additional resources for
a timely response. This creates heavy pressure on the underlying resource manager systems,
and without any allocation restriction, that usually results in long allocation delays or even
cancellations. Consequently, as visualized in Figure 3c, the application fails to keep its
computation up with the load growth and misses the deadlines.

Recent years experience efforts on mitigating this problem. However, none of the ap-
proaches above address the best-effort allocation limitation on allocation time but rather
focus on improving its implementation using the following techniques
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Approaches Real-time Guarantee Efficiency Applicability

Reservation Yes Low High
On-demand Instances No High High
Burstable Instances Limited High Low
Volatile Instances No High Low
Regular FaaS No High High
Dynamic Allocation No High Low
RBAM Yes High High

Table 1: Evaluate approaches to deploy Real-time Bursty Applications over the cloud against
solution requirements. A good solution must be able to guarantee real-time requirements
with high efficiency and applicability.

• Pre-allocation: FaaS systems pre-allocate invocations before applications need them,
effectively reducing allocation latency to zero. Pre-allocation can be manually config-
ured by the application developer [31], or issued by a load predictor typically signaled
by workload traces inference [127], upstream load [57, 131, 36], etc.

• Allocation Recycling: FaaS systems recycle resources allocated to terminated invo-
cations for new invocations, effectively mitigating dependency on the system state
[29, 32, 18, 123, 42, 120].

Both techniques are built atop heuristic mechanisms. This means, similar to dynamic alloca-
tion, they may fail in uncovered circumstances. For example, the burst load suddenly goes
too high, exceeding the pre-allocation quantity. Consequently, the best application can get
is some sort of performance improvement in some circumstances which is insufficient to
guarantee real-time requirements.

2.3 Problem Statement

Due to the limitations of FaaS solutions to bursty real-time workload discussed above. This
thesis presents a new approach to overcome these limitations, allowing bursty real-time
application to enjoy advantages of the FaaS computation with real-time guarantees. In
particular, we address the following problem:

Problem Statement. Regular FaaS allocations gives no guarantee on allocation time
preventing applications from meeting their real-time requirements.

In order to solve the problem above, we believe FaaS systems must replace their best-
effort allocation with a new allocation scheme that can allow the application to bound their
computation latency. Particularly, the new scheme must satisfy the following requirements:

• Real-time Guarantee: applications can guarantee to meet their real-time deadlines.
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• Efficiency: the real-time guarantee capability can be implemented with low overhead.

• Applicability: the new FaaS allocation scheme should be usable by a wide spectrum
of applications with different burstiness properties and real-time requirements, and if
possible, can open new capabilities to use computation resources wisely.

While the real-time guarantee is a must-have, meeting the efficiency and applicability
requirements are also important as they ensure the realization cost is not prohibitively high
that prevents the new FaaS allocation from being implemented in production and be general
enough to be used by any application. Table 1 examines approaches of deploying real-time
bursty applications over the cloud using the requirement listed above. As we have explained,
none of existing approaches satisfy all requirements.

2.4 Approach: Rate-based Abstract Machine

We propose a new FaaS system called Rate-based Abstract Machine (RBAM) replacing
the best-effort allocation with a rate guarantee allocation. More precisely, the Rate-based
Abstract Machine associates to each FaaS function a guaranteed invocation rate A. RBAM
ensures that the application will have enough resources to create at least one invocation for
the function in any interval of length 1/A. For example, if a FaaS function has a guaranteed
invocation rate of A = 10 invocations per second then RBAM will ensure that there will be at
least one invocation available to the application in any interval of length 1/10 = 0.1 second
throughout the function lifetime.

The guaranteed invocation rate lets RBAM deliver new invocations with high predictabil-
ity. Particularly, any RBAM function with a guaranteed invocation rate A lets the application
know that the inter-arrival between two consecutive invocations is at most 1/A seconds. Thus,
if the request rate is equal to or less than A, it is guaranteed that resources will be available
at the same rate of demand, ensuring workload stability. The application can exploit this
property for real-time guarantee. As shown in Figure 3d, with a guaranteed invocation rate
equal to the demand increment rate at burst, RBAM invocations can grow at the same pace
as the load, ensuring sufficient resources for timely responses.

More importantly, if the application requests for new invocations with a rate smaller or
equal to A (i.e., less than one invocation request for every 1/A interval) then the longest time
the application has to wait for the invocation to start is 1/A. In other words, the guaranteed
invocation rate allows the application to bound allocation time by 1/A. In the example
above, guaranteed invocation rate A = 10 invocation/sec lets all workloads with 10 or fewer
invocation requests per second bound their invocation allocation latency by 0.1 second.
This guarantee is extremely useful to bursty, real-time applications as they can proactively
schedule the invocation requests for performance. Suppose the application has a computation
deadline d and maximum execution time m (configurable through conventional FaaS API).
With a guaranteed invocation rate A, invocation allocation time is bounded by 1/A. Thus,
by requesting a new invocation for this computation at any time before d−m− 1/A, the
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application is guaranteed that the requested invocation will be available no later than m
second before the deadline and will complete before d, meeting its deadlines.

Cloud providers can implement RBAM efficiently. The guaranteed invocation rate lets an
RBAM system know the maximum load that an RBAM deployment must service, essentially
providing an upper bound on the number of resources needed to implement any RBAM.
Also, with low duty factor, real-time bursty workloads typically have very low resource
consumption versus the rate guarantee, RBAM systems can exploit this fact to further
reduce the overhead by applying different techniques such as sharing instances among
independent/anti-correlated bursty loads, buffering with dynamic load adaptation, etc.

RBAM is also highly applicable. A regular FaaS deployment is actually an RBAM
deployment with a zero rate guarantee. Thus, any applications deployable with FaaS can be
deployed with RBAM without any significant change. Further, the guaranteed invocation
rate is a basic real-time guarantee that can be translated into other forms of performance
guarantee. For example, soft real-time applications can use the rate guarantee to meet their
real-time requirements or treat it as a performance engineering parameter that can be tuned
to balance the real-time quality and cost (e.g., using a small rate guarantee causes more
real-time violates yet reduces cost). Stream processing applications can use the rate guarantee
to stabilize their throughput and gain performance transparency for flexible deployment.

2.5 Goals and Scope of the Thesis

The thesis focuses on proving RBAM is the right FaaS-based solution for the real-time
guarantee problem. The proof will show RBAM meets all three requirements for a FaaS
solution to the problem as mentioned in Section 2.3. This includes three parts.

First, we prove the capability of delivering real-time guarantees of RBAM’s guaranteed
invocation rate. This is done by systematically constructing an analytical framework that
captures key features of bursty, real-time applications and then relates them to the FaaS
and RBAM computation models. We use the framework to prove that RBAM’s guaranteed
invocation rate can bound FaaS invocation latency for the bursty workload, which is sufficient
to guarantee the workload’s real-time deadlines.

Second, we show that RBAM implementation is feasible, and if we properly exploit
workload burstiness structures and underlying allocation statistics, we can even implement
RBAM with a low overhead.

Finally, we demonstrate RBAM’s applicability by using the computation model to
implement different applications exhibiting different combinations of workload burstiness
and real-time requirements. These applications can easily use RBAM to implement their logic.
Furthermore, the guaranteed invocation rate not only guarantees their real-time requirements
but also expands the design space so that the applications can use it as a building block to
achieve other important properties to gain robust performance stability, high deployment
flexibility, and can even be optimized for performance, cost, and Carbon footprint with
simple declarative policies.
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2.6 Proposal Organization

The rest of the proposal is organized as follows. Section 3 proposes research questions
related to the real-time guarantee problem and RBAM. Section 4 discusses our approaches,
strategies, and plan to answer these questions as well as expected contributions of the thesis.
Section 5 briefly reports the current progress of the project. We give a brief discussion of
related work in Section 6. Finally, we present plans for the remaining parts of the thesis in
Section 7

3 Research Questions

The thesis primarily focuses on revealing if RBAM is the right solution for real-time guaran-
tee on FaaS. The question is answered by evaluating RBAM against the FaaS requirements
mentioned in Section 2.3. In particular, we first consider if RBAM enables bursty, real-time
workloads to meet their computation deadlines. Then we will propose several RBAM imple-
mentation algorithms, prove their scalability in comparison with state-of-the-art regular FaaS
systems. Finally, we try implementing various applications with different burstiness proper-
ties and real-time requirements using an RBAM system to evaluate RBAM’s applicability.
The whole process leads to the following questions.

3.1 Real-time Guarantee Support

Can RBAM guarantee real-time deadlines for applications?

Q.1.1 Can RBAM’s guaranteed invocation rate meet fixed rate guarantee?

Q.1.2 Can RBAM’s guaranteed invocation rate support a bursty guarantee with bounded
resource demand slope.

Q.1.3 Can RBAM’s guaranteed invocation rate supports a resource quantity guarantee.

3.2 Efficient Implementation

Can RBAM be implemented scalably for the Cloud?

Q.2.1 Can RBAM be implemented to support a full range of rates

Q.2.2 Can RBAM also be implemented with low overhead?

3.3 Applicability

Can an application’s real-time goals be effectively mapped onto RBAM’s guaranteed invoca-
tion rates?

Q.3.1 Can RBAM be used to implement a specific, diverse set of demanding real-time
applications?
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Q.3.2 Can RBAM be used to construct a other real-time guarantees that capture a broad
class of applications with quality guarantee?

4 Research Plan

We propose a research plan to answer each research questions as follows. We construct
an analytical model that captures key features of applications and RBAM and use this
framework to deliver mathematical proofs for each real-time guarantee question (i.e., Q.1.1,
Q.1.2, and Q.1.3) and then combine them to prove RBAM’s real-time guarantee capability.
Next, we show that any guaranteed invocation rate is implementable by various algorithms
to prove RBAM’s feasibility (i.e., Question Q.2.1). We then prove RBAM’s efficiency (i.e.,
Question Q.2.2) by using these algorithms to implement an RBAM system to support millions
of RBAM functions concurrently at low overhead. Finally, we use the RBAM system to
implement 3 demanding real-time application classes as RBAM functions. We evaluate these
applications across different configurations to demonstrate how RBAM robustly delivers
real-time guarantees (Question Q.3.1) and enables other forms of performance guarantees
that can be exploited for different needs (Question Q.3.2).

We present the ideas in more detail in Section 4.1, we then propose a plan with a list
of specific tasks to accomplish the ideas in Section 4.2. Finally, we discuss the expected
contributions after completing the plan in Section 4.3 and the corresponding outline of the
thesis in Section 4.4.

4.1 Approach and Strategies

4.1.1 Real-time Guarantee Support

We construct an analytical model to connect key workload burstiness and real-time deadlines
with guaranteed invocation rate and use the model to answer the research questions about the
real-time guarantee capability of RBAM as follows.

• Can RBAM’s guaranteed invocation rate meet fixed rate guarantee? (Q.1.1) We
answer the question by proving that RBAM can bound FaaS invocation latency of
any fixed rate workload, and this bounded invocation latency gives enough scheduling
information for the applications to guarantee their real-time deadlines.

• Can RBAM’s guaranteed invocation rate support a bursty guarantee with bounded
resource demand slope? (Q.1.2) We answer the question by generalizing the results
from fixed-rate workloads for bursty workloads with bounded demand, showing that
RBAM’s capability of bounding invocation latency still holds in this case, and so does
the real-time guarantee capability.

• Can RBAM’s guaranteed invocation rate supports a resource quantity guarantee?
(Q.1.3) We answer the question by proving that any finite RBAM’s guarantee invoca-
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tion rate can be implemented with a bounded resource quantity, even in worst-case
scenarios, independent from the workload and the underlying infrastructure. This
bound guarantees application resource quantity and ensures the feasibility of any
RBAM-based solution.

By proving the statements listed above, we can show that RBAM can deliver real-time
guarantees at bounded resource cost for both periodic and non-periodic bursty applications
with bounded computation demand – broad enough classes of workload making RBAM a
workable FaaS model for practical real-time bursty applications.

4.1.2 Efficient RBAM Implementation

To know if RBAM can be implemented scalably for the Cloud, we propose several RBAM
implementation algorithms based on computation services supported by the Cloud. We
then evaluate them against four categories: rate-guaratee support (i.e., whether an algorithm
supports any rate guarantee), resource efficiency, additional knowledge (e.g., workload
patterns, underlying resources statistics, etc.), and scalability. We use the insights of the
evaluation to answer RBAM research questions as follows.

• Can RBAM be implemented to support a full range of rates? (Q.2.1) We show that there
exist RBAM algorithms that can support any rate-guarantee with bounded resource
quantity. Thus, the Cloud which has conceptually unlimited resources can host a full
range of rates.

• Can RBAM also be implemented with low overhead? (Q.2.2) We will show that the
exists algorithms that can implement RBAM with small resource waste and scale up
to millions of RBAM deployments. We also implement these algorithms in a practice
FaaS system and use the system to realize real-time bursty applications. Based on
the applications, we conduct empirical evaluations to demonstrate RBAM’s real-time
guarantee capability and scalability.

4.1.3 RBAM Applicability

To show the applicability of RBAM, we will use RBAM to implement three different classes
of applications that represent a diverse set of demanding applications with different real-time
requirements:

• Distributed Real-time Video Analytic: a popular application class with bursty demand
driven by highly unpredictable external events. The bursty demand is soft real-time.

• Demanding Scientific Sensor Instrument Data Processing: extremely highly demand-
ing applications (millions or more events per second). Although events arrive at a
fixed rate, their processing deadlines are hard. Examples include applications in High
Energy Physics, Advanced Photon Sources, etc.
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• Distributed Stream Processing: a critical framework in many IoT and wide-area
applications. Data are created as streams and processed on-the-fly. Stream processing
applications typically manage their execution through a stream processing engine with
many built-in supports aiming for stable high throughput and low latency.

We conduct both analytical and experimental studies over RBAM implementations of these
applications to answer RBAM applicability research questions as follows.

• Can RBAM be used to implement a specific, diverse set of demanding real-time
applications? (Q.3.1) Through the distributed real-time video analytic and scientific
sensor instrument data processing applications, we will show that the RBAM can
guarantee a wide range of real-time requirements, starting from loose soft deadlines
of a few seconds down to extremely strict hard deadlines at a sub-microsecond scale.
Further, this capability is robust against different workload burstiness: from periodic
ones up to highly unexpected burst loads with extremely high burst rates.

• Can RBAM be used to construct a other real-time guarantees that capture a broad class
of applications with quality guarantee? (Q.3.2) By implementing a stream processing
engine with RBAM, we demonstrate that the real-time guarantee delivered by RBAM
can be transformed into a real-time processing guarantee which ensures stable stream
processing throughput with low latency independent from the execution environment.
That new form of guarantee even opens new capabilities, such as flexible deployment
across multi datacenters, that broaden the scope of RBAM usage to deliver more
computation value.

4.2 Research Plan

Based on the strategy presented above, we propose the following plan with specific tasks,
each aiming to address one or a part of a research question. By combining these tasks
together, we will have a complete set of answers to the thesis research questions.

• T1. Prove RBAM can guarantee real-time deadlines of applications (Done).

T1.1 Develop an analytical framework for theoretical analysis and evaluation
(Address Q.1.1, Q.1.2, and Q.1.3, Done).

T1.2 Use the analytical framework to prove that guarantee invocation rate allows
application to meet real-time deadlines (Address Q.1.1, Q.1.2, and Q.1.3,
Done).

• T2. Show that we can implement RBAM functions with at most 15% more resources
compare to their regular FaaS counterparts. (Partly Done)

T2.1 Prove the feasibility of RBAM realization, and implement an RBAM system
that allow applications to deploy RBAM functions of any rate (Address
Q.2.1, Done).
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T2.2 Propose several scalable allocation algorithms that can reduce the overhead
of deploying RBAM functions at any rate-guarantee over the cloud (Address
Q.2.2, In Progress).

T2.3 Evaluate proposed RBAM allocation algorithms to understand their effi-
ciency (Address Q.2.2, In Progress).

T2.4 Integrate proposed RBAM algorithms in a practical FaaS system (Address
Q.2.2, In Progress).

T2.5 Conduct empirical studies to demonstrate that RBAM implementation cost
is asymptotically small for a large number of RBAMs (Address Q.2.2, In
Progress).

• T3. Demonstrate RBAM applicability by implementing various applications with
different burtiness properties and real-time requirements (Partly Done).

T3.1 Design and implement an RBAM implementation of a distributed real-time
video analytic application (Address Q.3.1, Done).

T3.2 Design and conduct experiments to show that RBAM allows the application
to guarantee the value/quality of their real-time video processing, also prove
that the real-time guarantee delivered by RBAM is robust against application
burstiness variations (Address Q.3.1, Done).

T3.3 Design and implement an RBAM-based stream processing engine (Address
Q.3.2, Done).

T3.4 Design and conduct experiments to show that Storm-RTS deliver real-time
stream processing capability for stream processing applications, also demon-
strate new capabilities arisen from this guarantee (Address Q.3.2, Done).

T3.5 Implement an demanding Scientific Sensor Instrument Data Processing
application using RBAM functions (Address Q.3.1, In progress).

T3.6 Design and conduct experiments to show that the RBAM functions enable
the application to meet its real-time requirements with efficiency (Address
Q.3.1, In progress).

• T4. Write the Dissertation (In Progress)

T4.1 Summarize the research and write a full PhD Dissertation. (In Progress)

T4.2 Dissertation Defense (In Progress).

4.3 Expected Research Contributions

We expect the complete thesis would include the following research contributions:

• RBAM’s guarantee invocation rate ensures real-time deadlines for bursty, real-time
applications.
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• We can exploit workload and cloud services statistics to implement finite guaranteed
invocation rates for FaaS functions with less than 15% overhead.

• RBAM can be used to implemented applications with a wide range of workload bursti-
ness and real-time requirements. RBAM helps these applications not only guarantee
their real-time deadlines but also create new capabilities including robust performance
stability, high deployment flexibility, and simple performance management across
distributed resources.

4.4 Full Thesis Outline

The draft outline of the full thesis is as follows

1. Introduction

(a) The Rise of Bursty, Real-time Applications

(b) Limitations of Current Solutions

(c) Approach: Rate-based Abstract Machine

(d) Goals and Scope of Dissertation

(e) Dissertation Contributions and Organization

2. Background

(a) Cloud computing and Its Applications

(b) Function-as-a-Service

3. Performance Guarantee Challenges of Bursty, Real-time Applications

(a) The Deadline Guarantee Problem

(b) Solution Requirements

4. Rate-based Abstract Machine

(a) Definition

(b) Real-time Guarantee Capability

(c) RBAM Implementation

i. Feasibility

ii. Rate-guarantee Allocation Algorithms

iii. Real-time Serverless: Scalable RBAM Implementation

5. Evaluation

(a) Methodology
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(b) Real-time Guarantee Capability

(c) RBAM Implementation Efficiency

6. RBAM Applicability

(a) Distributed Real-time Video Analytic

(b) Demanding Scientific Sensor Instrument Data Processing

(c) Stream Processing Engine

7. Related Work

(a) Supporting Bursty, Real-time Applications

(b) FaaS Performance Guarantee

(c) Distributed Real-time Video Analytic

(d) Stream Processing

(e) Demanding Scientific Sensor Instrument Data Processing

8. Summary

(a) Conclusions

(b) Future Work

5 Initial Results

This section presents our initial results collected from executing the plan proposed in Section
4.2. At the time of this writing, we have completed answering RBAM real-time guarantee
research questions by showing that the computation can guarantee real-time deadlines
for broad classes of real-time bursty applications. We also partly addressed the RBAM
implementation questions by proving its feasibility with a naive RBAM system called
Real-time Serverless (RTS). We used RTS to implement 2/3 of the proposed real-time
application classes, namely distributed real-time video analytics and stream processing,
partly demonstrating RBAM applicability.

5.1 Current Progress

We first summarize the above accomplishments in this section including a lists of tasks we
have completed according to the research plan presented in Section 4.2, their results and how
they help us answer the thesis research questions.
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5.1.1 Real-time Guarantee Support

We completed proving RBAM capability of guaranteeing real-time deadlines for applications.
According to the plan, we have done the following

• We constructed an analytical framework for theoretical analysis and evaluating RBAM’s
real-time guarantee capability. (Complete Task T1.1)

• We used the framework to deliver proofs that answers research questions regarding
RBAM’s real-time guarantee support (Complete Task T1.2):

– RBAM’s guaranteed invocation rate can meet fixed rate guarantee. (Answer
Question Q.1.1)

– RBAM’s guarantee invocation rate can support bursty guarantee with bounded
resource demand slope (Answer Question Q.1.2).

– RBAM’s guarantee invocation rate supports a resource quantity guarantee (An-
swer Question Q.1.3).

These results allow us to argue that RBAM can deliver real-time guarantees at bounded
resource cost for both periodic and non-periodic bursty applications – broad enough classes of
workload making RBAM a workable FaaS model for practical real-time bursty applications.
And by that, we delivered a complete set of answers to RBAM’s real-time guarantee research
questions.

5.1.2 Efficient RBAM Implementation

We applied the analytical framework to design a naive RBAM implementation algorithm.
We used this algorithm to prove RBAM feasibility and built an RBAM prototype named
Real-time Serverless. These complete the first of RBAM implementation task in the plan
(Task T2.1) that answers the first research question concerning RBAM implementation (i.e.,
RBAM can be implemented to support a full range of rate, Q.2.1, Section 3.2).

5.1.3 RBAM Applicability

We use Real-time Serverless to implement 2/3 demanding real-time applications in the plan,
namely distributed real-time video analytics and distributed stream processing. We also
carried out experiments on these RBAM-based implementations to demonstrate RBAM
applicability. According to the plan in Section 4.2, we have done the following:

• We used Real-time Serverless to implement an RBAM implementation of a distributed
real-time video analytic application (Complete Task T3.1).

• We designed Design and conducted experiments showing RBAM allows the applica-
tion to guarantee the value/quality of their real-time video processing, also prove that
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the real-time guarantee delivered by RBAM is robust against application burstiness
variations (Complete Task T3.2).

• We designed and implemented an RBAM-based stream processing engine (Storm-RTS)
based on Real-time Serverless (Complete Task T3.3).

• We designed and conducted experiments showing that Storm-RTS ensures real-time
stream processing guarantee for stream processing applications. We also demonstrate
new capabilities arisen from this guarantee that the applications can take advantage of
for different deployment purposes (Complete Task T3.4).

The results help us partly answer research questions concerning RBAM applicability
(Q.3.1 and Q.3.2 – Section 3.3):

• By translating RBAM’s rate-guarantee into stream processing real-time guarantee, we
shown that RBAM can be used to constructed other real-time guarantees that capture a
broad class of application (i.e, stream processing). Thus Q.3.2 is completely answered.

• We also showed that RBAM can be used to soft real-time deadlines with diverse set of
demanding workloads. Hard real-time deadlines guarantee, however, have not been
addressed yet. Thus, only half of Q.3.1 is complete.

In the next subsequent sections, we will present the results in more detail. Section 5.2
present results related to real-time guarantee supports with a formal description of the
analytical framework and real-time guarantee proofs. Section 5.3 proves RBAM feasibility
with a naive RBAM implementation – Real-time Serverless. Section 5.4 provides RBAM
applicability evidences with RBAM-based implementations of the distributed real-time
video analytic and stream processing engine and evaluation results demonstrating RBAM
applicability.

5.2 Real-time Guarantee Support

This subsection presents the results addressing RBAM real-time guarantee supports including
an analytical framework to model workloads, real-time deadlines, and FaaS/RBAM rate
guarantee and proofs using the framework to show that RBAM can guarantee real-time
deadlines across broad workload classes.

5.2.1 Analytical Framework

We model the workload of an FaaS application as a sequence of events E1,E2, .... An even Ei

is identified by

• Event emergence time si: the time Ei emerges and requires the application to take an
action in response (e.g., a file is uploaded, a sensor send data to a cloud server).
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• Request arrival time (or simply arrival time) ri: the application issues an FaaS request
at ri asking the FaaS system for a new invocation that will be used to execute some
computation to generate a response to the event.

Note that the request arrival time ri does not necessarily happen after the event emergence
time si. Some applications do proactive processing that asking for resources before the actual
demand arrives for efficiency. We call such cases pre-allocation that results in si > ri. All
events has a deadline D that is maximum allowable latency for the application to get the
computation response to the event. For simplicity, we assume the time is continuous and
do not assign it to any specific unit of time (e.g., second, millisecond) yet measure it in a
general term time unit.

The FaaS system responds to a request at ri by allocating a FaaS invocation to handle
the computation. Once the computation completes, the result is returned to the application
and the invocation is terminated. For simplicity, we assume the application uses only one
FaaS function – f for all events. The whole process of allocating a new invocation for f is
modeled as follows.

• Allocation time ai: the time the FaaS invocation is allocated to the request issued at ri.

• Execution time εi: the time it takes to complete the computation after the request
obtains the invocation.

In practice, execution time may vary, mainly depending on the computation intensity of the
request and resources allocated to the invocation handling the request. Since both factors are
configurable by the application, we assume execution time is deterministic and short enough
to make meeting computation deadline possible, i.e.,

∀i : εi ≤ D (1)

Also in practice, A FaaS invocation is not delivered immediately after a request is issued but
it usually takes the FaaS system a while to find available resources and initialize the new
invocation before giving it to the request. We call this gap allocation latency δi calculated as
follows

δi = ri−ai (2)

We also call FaaS requests waiting for an invocation pending requests, and define Pend(t) as
the number of pending request at the time t:

Pend(t) = |{i : si ≤ t < ai}| (3)

Next, we characterize a single FaaS function f by its guaranteed invocation rate, defined as
follows.

Definition 5.1 (Guarantee Invocation Rate). A guarantee invocation rate A f associates to
a single FaaS function f . For any point in time t, if Pend(t)> 0 then A f ensures that there
will be at least one invocation allocation available to these requests within the time interval
[t, t +1/A f ).
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Figure 4: Visualization example of an event processing using RBAM/FaaS model with
notations defined in Table 2: a file is uploaded to the cloud resulting in an event which
triggers an application to send a FaaS request to an RBAM/FaaS System. The RBAM/FaaS
system allocates a new invocation to handle the request computation. If the invocation has
guaranteed invocation rate A f > 0 then the request will to get a new invocation within 1/A f

since it is the only request issued until ai. Upon invocation allocation, execution starts and
finishes just before the event’s real-time deadline.

By this definition, a regular FaaS function f would have guaranteed invocation rate A f = 0
while an RBAM function would have A f > 0. Also note that the guaranteed invocation rate
only ensures invocation availability. An invocation allocation, once available, is free to go
to any request. For example, assume at t = 0, Pend(t) = 10, then A f ensures at least one
invocation to be allocated at some time between 0 and 1

A f
. Suppose the invocation is allocated

at t ′ < 1
A f

, then this invocation can be assigned to any one out of the ten pending requests at
t = 0 or even assigned to a new request arrived at t ′′ ∈ (t, t ′), if any.

We summarize terms and notations in Table 2 and visualize them in Figure 4. In the
following subsection, we will use them to prove that guaranteed invocation enables meeting
real-time deadline guarantee. The proof analytically answer the research questions Q.1.1,
Q.1.2, and Q.1.3 that we listed early in Section 3.1:

• Subsection 5.2.2: Fixed Rate Real-time Guarantee (Answering Question Q.1.1)
We start with a simple case, proving RBAM can bound the allocation latency for fixed
rate (i.e., periodic) workload, thereby guarantee their real-time deadlines.

• Subsection 5.2.3. Bursty Real-time Guanratee (Answering Question Q.1.2) We
will generalized the results on Step 2 for any bursty workload with bounded resource
demand.
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Symbol Name/Definition Units

Workload Characteristics
Ei Events that trigger FaaS requests None

si Event emergence time time unit

ri Request arrival time time unit

D Real-time deadline time unit

FaaS Systems
A f Guaranteed Invocation Rate invocation per time unit

ai The time the request issued at si get an invocation time unit

εi Invocation execution time time unit

δi Allocation latency time unit

Pend(t) Number of pending invocation request at t time unit

Table 2: Terms and Notations

• Subsection 5.2.4. Real-time Guarantee Resource Consumption (Answering Ques-
tion Q.1.3) We will prove the guaranteed invocation rate needed to support real-time
guarantee consume a bounded resource quantity, thereby making RBAM feasible in
practice.

5.2.2 Fixed rate Real-time Guarantee

A workload is fixed rate if its event emergence times s1,s2, ... meet the following condition.

Definition 5.2 (Fixed Rate/Periodic Time Series). A time series t1, t2, ... is period at a fixed
rate λ f ix if for any half-open time interval of length 1

λ f ix
, there exists exactly one i such that ti

belongs to this interval, i.e.,

∀t : ∃!i : ti ∈ [t, t +
1

A f ix
) (4)

Now we will prove guaranteed invocation rate bounds the allocation latency for all FaaS
requests issued at a fixed rate. We then use this result to show RBAM’s real-time guarantee
of a fixed rate workload.

Theorem 1 (Fixed rate Allocation Latency Guarantee). If a FaaS function f requested at
a fixed rate λ f ix is associated with a guaranteed invocation rate A f = λ f ix, then all of its
requests get a new invocation with allocation latency bounded by 1/A f time units:

∀i : δi <
1

A f
(5)

Proof. We will prove the theorem by induction.
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• Base case. i = 1. Consider the interval [r1,r1+
1

A f
). The guaranteed invocation rate A f

ensures there is a new invocation allocated some time within this interval. Meanwhile,
the function is requests at fixed rate λ f ix = A f . Thus, there is no other requests issued
until r1 +

1
A f

so the new invocation will be given to the first request. Therefore,
a1 < r1 +

1
A f

=⇒ δ1 = a1− r1 <
1

A f
.

• Inductive Hypothesis. ∀i < n : δi <
1

A f

• Inductive step. We will prove δn <
1

A f
as follows. By the inductive hypothesis, for all

i < n
δi <

1
A f

ai− ri <
1

A f

ai < ri +
1

A f

≤ rn−1 +
1

A f

= rn

(6)

Thus, by rn, all previous invocation requests r1, ...,rn−1 have already got their invoca-
tions. Further, the guaranteed invocation rate ensures an invocation allocation available
within [rn,rn +

1
A f
). Due to the fixed rate condition, this allocation must be assigned to

rn. This implies an < rn +
1

A f
=⇒ εn <

1
A f

Theorem 2 (Fixed rate Real-time Guarantee). If a workload whose event emergence times
s1, ...,sn follow a fixed rate λ f ix is processed by a FaaS function with a guaranteed invocation
rate A f = λ f ix, then there exists a schedule algorithm for the application to meet all real-time
deadlines.

Proof. We will prove the theorem by proposing a simple scheduling algorithm for each event
and showing that this algorithm guarantee the event’s read-time deadline. The algorithm is
as simple as follows: For each event Ei, the application request a FaaS invocation to handle
the event computation at

ri = si +D− εmax−
1

A f
(7)

where εmax = maxi εi is the maximum execution of the FaaS function.
The algorithm actually constructs a request arrival series r1,r2, ... by shifting the event

emergence time series s1,s2, ... by T = D− εmax− 1
A f

time unit(s) to the right. Since T is a
constant, r1,r2, ... is also has a fixed rate λ f ix. Thus, by applying Theorem 1, the allocation
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latency δi <
1

A f
for all i. This means the computation is guaranteed to complete by

tcomp = ri +ai + εi

≤ ri +
1

A f
+ εmax

= si +D

(8)

Thus, the real-time is guaranteed.

5.2.3 Bursty Real-time Guarantee

We generalize the results from the previous subsection by consider a broader class of
workload – bursty workload. Bursty workload does not follow any request arrival pattern so
their arrival rate may change over time. We characterize the bursty workload by their peak
rate defined as follows.

Definition 5.3 (Invocation peak rate). A FaaS function has a peak rate λmax if there exists
a 1-time-unit interval in which the number of invocation requests for that function is λmax

and for any other 1-time-unit intervals, the number of invocation requests for that function is
smaller than or equal to λmax.

Note that by this definition, λmax ≥ 1, Otherwise, the function has no request at all. We
only consider bursty workload with bounded peak rate (i.e., λmax = constant).

Theorem 3 (Bursty Real-time Allocation Latency Guarantee). If a FaaS function f is
requested at a peak rate λmax is associated with a guaranteed invocation rate A f = λmax,
then all of its requests get a new invocation with invocation latency bounded by 1 time units:

∀i : δi < 1 (9)

Proof. Let T1,T2, ... be disjoint consecutive one-time unit intervals started from [r1,r1 +1)
(i.e., T1 = [r1,r1 +1),T2 = [r1 +1,r1 +2), ...). We will prove the theorem with three steps:

• Step 1: We will prove that every Tj has an instance of time with zero pending invoca-
tion requests, i.e.,

∀ j : ∃t ∈ Tj : Pend(t) = 0 (10)

• Step 2: we use the result from Step 1 to prove that once a FaaS request is issued at ri,
A f ensures the function f to witness zero invocation pending in less than 1 time unit:

∀i : ∃t ∈ [si,si +1) : Pend(t) = 0 (11)
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• Step 3: The moment t when Pend(t) = 0 indicates that the number of FaaS requests
(ri’s) and invocation allocations (ai’s) are equal. This means all request issued before t
had already obtained an invocation (otherwise, there must be an invocation allocated
before its request which is impossible). By proving there exists such t ∈ [ri,ri +1) in
step 2, we show that ai ≤ t < ri−1 or ai− ri < 1 for all i and thus prove the theorem.

We now prove the statements in Step 1 and 2 as follows.

• Step 1. We will prove ∀ j : ∃t ∈ Tj : Pend(t) = 0 by induction.

– Base case. We will prove ∃t ∈ T1 : Pend(t) = 0 by contradiction. Suppose ∀t ∈
T1 : Pend(t) > 0. This means there always a pending request waiting for an
invocation throughout the interval. By definition, the guaranteed invocation
rate A f ensures at least one invocation allocated within the following pairwise-
disjoint intervals [r1,r1 +

1
A f
), [r1 +

1
A f
,r1 +

2
A f
), [r1 +

2
A f
,r1 +

3
A f
), .... There are

A f of such intervals in T1. Thus, by the time r1 +1, at least A f invocations are
allocated. Also, by the peak rate assumption, Tj must witness at most A f requests.
This means at t ′ – the time when the last invocation is allocated in Tj – all
requests get their invocations, and there is no new request arrival after t ′. Thus,
∀t ∈ [t ′,r1 +1) : Pend(t) = 0, a contradiction.

– Inductive Hypothesis. ∀ j < n : ∃t ∈ Tj : Pend(t) = 0.

– Inductive Step. We will prove ∃t ∈ Tn : Pend(t) = 0 as follows. Recall Tn = [r1+

n−1,r1 +n). If Pend(r1 +n−1) = 0 then the statement is proven. Otherwise,
when Pend(r1 +n−1) > 0, let τ be the last time, starting from r1 +n−1 and
going backward t = 0, we experience non-zero pending requests (∀t ∈ [τ,r1 +

n− 1],Pend(t) > 0). By inductive hypothesis, t ∈ Tn−1. Consider the interval
T ′ = [τ,τ +1). Suppose ∀t ∈ T ′ : Pend(t)> 0 then, similar to the argument we
made for the base case, at least A f invocations are allocated. Due τ definition,
we experience zero pending requests just before τ so all of the new invocations
allocated within T ′ are given to requests also arrived within this interval, whose
quantity are at most A f . Thus, any time after the last invocation is allocated would
witness zero request pending, a contradiction. Therefore, ∃t ∈ T ′ : Pend(t) = 0.
Because τ ∈ Tn−1 =⇒ τ + 1 ∈ Tn so t ∈ Tn, the statement is proven. This
complete the first step.

• Step 2. We prove ∀i : ∃t ∈ [ri,ri +1) : Pend(t) = 0 as follows. Consider an individual
request arrives at ri. Let Tj = [r1+ j−1,r1+ j) be the interval that contains ri. Consider
the interval T = [ri,r1 + j), there are two possibilities:

– ∃t ∈ T : Pend(t) = 0: Because ri ∈ Tj =⇒ r1 + j ≤ ri + 1 then t ∈ [ri,ri + 1)
(Figure 5a).
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(a) ∃t ∈ T : Pend(t) = 0

(b) ∀t ∈ T : Pend(t)> 0

Figure 5: Visualization for the Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 3

– ∀t ∈ T : Pend(t)> 0: Let τ be the last time, starting from ri and going backward
t = 0, we experience Pend(t)> 0. By Step 1, τ > ri+ j−1. Consider the interval
T ′ = [τ,τ +1), Suppose ∀t ∈ T ′ : Pend(t)> 0 then, similar to the argument we
made in Step 1, at least A f invocations are allocated. Due τ definition, we
experience zero pending requests just before τ so all of the new invocations
allocated within T ′ are given to requests also arrived within this interval, whose
quantity are at most A f . Thus, any time after the last invocation is allocated would
witness zero request pending, a contradiction. Therefore, ∃t ∈ T ′ : Pend(t) = 0.
Because τ ∈ Tn−1 =⇒ τ +1 ∈ Tn so t ∈ Tn (Figure 5b).

Since we can find an t ∈ [ri,ri +1) : Pend(t) = 0 in both case, the statement is proven.
This together with arguments in Step 3 prove the theorem.

Theorem 4 (Bursty Real-time Guarantee). If a workload whose event emergence times
s1, ...,snis bursty with maximum rate λmax is processed by a FaaS function with a guaranteed
invocation rate A f = λmax, then there exists a schedule algorithm for the application to meet
all real-time deadlines.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, We will propose a scheduling algorithm for each
event and showing that this algorithm guarantee the event’s read-time deadline. The algorithm
is as simple as follows: For each event Ei, the application request a FaaS invocation to handle
the event computation at

ri = si +D− εmax−1 (12)

where εmax = maxi εi is the maximum execution of the FaaS function.
The algorithm actually constructs a request arrival series r1,r2, ... by shifting the event

emergence time series s1,s2, ... by T = D− εmax− 1 time unit(s) to the right. Since T is
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a constant, r1,r2, ... is also bursty with max rate λmax. Thus, by applying Theorem 3, the
allocation latency δi < 1 for all i. This means the computation is guaranteed to complete by

tcomp = ri +ai + εi

≤ ri +1+ εmax

= si +D

(13)

Thus, the real-time is guaranteed.

Note that the real-time guarantee capability is independent of application. There is no
application assumption except the peak rate is required to deliver the bound on allocation
latency. This means regardless of how application would schedule or prioritize invocations
across their pending requests, allocation latency is always bounded. This adds a lot of
freedom to application design in using RBAM. For example, they can let very urgent request
to get new invocation before the other without sacrifice their real-time guarantee.

5.2.4 Real-time Guarantee Resource Consumption

Finally, we will prove that by using RBAM function with A f > 0, the resource consumption of
guaranteed invocations is bounded, allowing the application to implement real-time guarantee
at bounded cost. Not that by guaranteed invocations, we mean that additional invocation
are not counted as their allocation grant is unexpected, thereby adding no contribution to
real-time guarantee. For example, assume the application issues two invocation requests
at t = 0, then the guaranteed invocation rate A f ensure at least on invocation with [0, 1

A f
).

This means in some circumstances, we may have two invocations allocated by 1
A f

for both
requests but only one is counted as guaranteed invocation, the other is situational and will be
excluded.

Theorem 5 (Real-time Guarantee Resource Consumption). Consider an application using
an RBAM function f with guaranteed invocation rate A f . Let

Emax = max
i
(εi) (14)

be the maximum execution time of FaaS invocation in response to the application requests,
and

Consume(t) = |{i : ai ≤ t < ai + εi}| (15)

be the number of guaranteed invocation consumed by the application at time t, then

∀t : Consume(t)≤ A f ·Emax (16)

Proof. Consider a time t, then by definition of Emax, all invocation consumed by the appli-
cation must be allocated after t−Emax. Within this interval, [t−Emax, t], there is at most
A f ·Emax invocations are guaranteed to allocated, therefore Consume(t)≤ A f ·Emax.
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Note that the Theorem does not requires any assumption from the application, so it also
provide an upper bound on the invocation resources that an RBAM implementation needed to
prepare to realize any rate guarantee A f . Also, since we already assume invcation execution
time is deterministic, Emax is finite, so is the bound. This result show that the resource
consume by RBAM application is finite, and only depends on configurable parameters A f

and Emax. This allows the application to actually configure RBAM deployment to bound the
execution cost, and RBAM implementation to bound their RBAM realization cost.

This result in combination with the real-time guarantee capability in stated in Theorem
2 and 4 show that RBAM, with guaranteed invocation rate, provides a sufficient capability
to let any bursty applications with bounded rate to meet their real-time deadline at finite
resource consumption. We argue this class of bursty, real-time application is general enough
to represent real-time bursty application in practice as unbounded bursty applications are
generally incurs unbounded resource consumption, which is impractical in current cloud
systems.

5.3 RBAM Implementation

Based on the analytical results above, we addressed the first RBAM implementation question,
proving that RBAM can be implemented to support a full range of rates (Q.2.1 – Section 3.2).
The proof consists of two parts: we first propose a naive RBAM implementation algorithm
that can realize any RBAM deployment of any guaranteed invocation rate (subsection 5.3.1)
then we integrate the algorithm into OpenFaaS to develop an RBAM system called RTS
(subsection 5.3.2).

5.3.1 Implementation Feasibility

As covered in Section 5.2.4, an RBAM function is characterized by its guaranteed invocation
rate A f and maximum execution time Emax requires at most A f ·Emax invocation to deliver
the rate-guarantee allocation. Based on this bound, we develop a naive implementation of an
RBAM function with finite A f and Emax as follows

Theorem 6. Given a FaaS function f with finite guaranteed invocation rate A f and finite
maximum execution time Emax. A f is guaranteed if the Algorithm 1 is used to allocate new
invocations to the application.

Proof. We will prove by contradiction. Suppose there exists an interval of length 1/A,
[t, t + 1

A) in which Pend(t)> 0 yet the application fails to get any new invocation by its end
t +1/A.

In Algorithm 1, the 4-th line ensures the gap between two consecutive invocation allo-
cations is at least 1

A f
time unit(s). Thus, the interval [t, t + 1

A f
only experience at most one

allocation attempt (Line 6), and for our assumption remains true, this attempt must fail. Since
the algorithm does not add or remove invocations from the RBAM pool, the only reason for
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Algorithm 1 Naive RBAM Implementation
1: Pre-allocate an RBAM pool of A f ·Emax warm invocations
2: tlastAlloc← current time
3: while Pend(current time)> 0 do
4: Twait ←max[0, 1

A f
− (current time− tlastAlloc)]

5: Wait for Twait seconds
6: Allocate 1 invocation
7: tlastAlloc← current time
8: end while
9: for each invocation returned from application do

10: Add the invocation back to the RBAM pool
11: end for

the allocation failure is all of A f ·Emax preallocated invocations are already allocated to the
application. Again, as the time gap between two consecutive allocations is at least 1/A, It
requires at least Emax seconds to give the application that many invocations. And by the time
the last invocation is allocated to the application, the first allocation reaches its execution
time limit Emax and returns to the pool. This means the number of invocations allocated to the
application will never reach A f ·Emax, thereby allocation must success, a contradiction.

This implementation proves that the implementation of an RBAM with a finite guaranteed
invocation rate and maximum execution time is feasible.

5.3.2 Real-time Serverless

We have built an RBAM implementation named Real-time Serverless (RTS) to demonstrate
RBAM capability with practical workloads. The system architecture is depicted in Figure 6
with many components inherited from OpenFaaS [117]. We developed an admission control
and a predictive container management to support rate guarantee.

Figure 6: Real-time Serverless Implementation derived from OpenFaaS. Orange modules are
added for rate-guarantee support.
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Similar to OpenFaaS, RTS executes invocation inside containers (i.e., function contain-
ers). These containers are managed by a predictive container manager whose responsibility
is to collect information about function execution statistics (e.g., execution time, arrival time,
etc. from Prometheus) and underlying resource manager to adjust invocation allocated to
each function to a right quantity that just enough to meet their rate guarantee (minimize cost).
In the current implementation, the function container just follows the naive implementation
algorithm and simply allocates A ·E invocation per function.

We add admission control into the FaaS deployment and execution path to ensure rate
requirements are guaranteed in an efficient manner. All FaaS deployment submission and
invocation requests have to go through Admission control before getting deployed and
executed. Admission control can reject deployment requests if there are insufficient resources
to meet the rate guarantee. It can also reject invocation requests if the request rate exceeds
the guaranteed rate, ensuring resources are shared efficiently among applications.

When the user submits an RBAM function, RTS first extracts its guaranteed invocation
rate A and maximum runtime E then triggers admission control to check if there are sufficient
resources for deployment. The admission control has the container manager try allocating a
quantity of resources that is high enough to meet the rate guarantee. If the allocation succeeds,
the container manager will hold the resources for invocation execution and admission control
return deployment success. If the allocation fails, then the current resource availability is
insufficient, admission control lets the resource manager roll back the allocation and rejects
the deployment request.

The current implementation of RTS uses the naive RBAM allocation algorithm in the
previous section to support rate guarantee in the FaaS execution path. In particular, RTS
creates one waiting queue for each RBAM function and puts every invocation request
received from the application into this queue. Inside the admission control, we create a timer
per RBAM function, each tick for every 1/A second. Once a timer ticks, the admission
control restarts this timer, then checks the waiting queue, if there is a waiting invocation,
admission control wrap this request inside an HTTP POST request, then randomly forwards
it to a free function container hosting the function invocation. Once receiving the HTTP
request, the function containers unpack the request to get the invocation request and start
execution. When the execution completes or reaches the execution time limit E, the function
container stops the invocation, cleans up temporary data, if needed, then returns the results,
if any, back to admission control. Admission control returns results back to the user and then
marks the container as ready for another new invocation.

5.4 RBAM Applicability

We implement two real-time applications with Real-time Serverless to demonstrate RBAM
applicability. First, we partly answer the research question Q.3.1 (i.e., Can RBAM be used
to implement a specific, diverse set of demanding real-time applications?) by presenting
how distributed real-time video analytic applications use RTS to guarantee their real-time
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requirements. Further, the applications can also use the guaranteed invocation rate to man-
age their computation quality across different cost and workload configurations with high
robustness. Next, we demonstrate how RBAM can be generalized for a different form of
performance guarantee (Question Q.3.2) by translating stream processing models into RBAM
deployments to construct real-time processing guarantee. This guarantee not only enables
stable stream processing with high latency independent of resource configurations but also
enables flexible application reconfiguration for different deployment purposes.

5.4.1 Distributed Real-time Video Analytic

Figure 7: Traffic Monitoring: An example of distributed real-time video analytic applications

Distributed Real-time Video Analytics are popular representatives of bursty real-time
application. The application collects video recorded by multiple cameras installed over a
specific region to extract useful information or to take an action when an event happens,
both usually lead to a bursty demand that needs a real-time response. One example of
such application is traffic monitoring which continuously analyzes video streams of traffic
recorded by cameras installed at intersection (Figure 7). The application is interested in
unusual events such as car crashes or a pedestrian falls down. etc. Once such event happens,
it triggers an in-depth analysis to understand the situation for making proper decisions (e.g.,
call police, broadcast warning signal, etc.). The in-depth analysis uses a sophisticated model
on video streams of high resolution, and eventually creates significant high resource demand.
Further, base the event is crucial, the analysis needs to be processed as fast as possible.
Prolonged computation latency decrease application value/quality (e.g. delay to call an
emergency medical service after an accident may lead to severe consequences).

We use FaaS to implement video processing functionalities. Every time an in-depth
analysis is triggered, distributed cameras will send high resolution video frames to the
cloud, each request an FaaS invocation to process the video frame content. Since in-depth
analyses only required by some unexpected event, their emergence generates a burst to the
FaaS system with a fixed invocation rate equal to the video frame-per-second. Consider an
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in-depth processing burst with n video frame E1, ...,En ordered by arrival time. Since the
frame processing does not have a hard deadline, we evaluate the video frame processing of a
frame Ei with a new metric: Value Vreq, defined as

Vreq(i) =Vmaxe−
δi
τ (17)

where

• Vmax is maximum value the frame processing can achieve. For simplicity, Vmax = 1.

• δi is FaaS allocation latency.

• τ presents the application’s need for fast video frame processing. An application with
high τ has a stricter deadline and requires a higher speed of invocation allocation for
request processing.

Clearly, the value decays as allocation latency increase. The speed of the decay depends on
τ . The higher τ , the bigger Vreq(i) drops per time unit. Figure 8 shows how value decreases
as latency increases. Here, τ is chosen to make the value drop by half per minute.
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Figure 8: Value decay as invocation allocation latency increases.

Vreq(i) are aggregated to compute burst value:

BurstValue = ∑
i<D

Vreq(i) =Vmax ∑
i<D

e−
l(i)
τ (18)

We use BurstValue to evaluate the efficiency of FaaS implementations of video analytic
applications.

We first compare RBAM versus regular FaaS implementations of the distributed real-
time video analytic application via simulation with synthetic workloads. The workloads
are sequences of in-depth analysis (i.e., bursts) generated with with following burstiness
configuration:

• Burst arrival rate follows a Poisson process with average rate λ = 0.3/hour.
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• Burst duration D (e.g., number of video frame per burst) varies according to Gaussian
distribution with mean D = 2 min.

• Invocation rate H: fixed 30 invocation per second (equivalent to a 30 fps video stream).

• Invocation execution time: every frame processing takes e = 5 seconds.

• τ = 2,607 – value decays 1/2 per minute

We vary FaaS invocation rate A from 0 (regular FaaS) to H (rate-guaranteed equal invocation
rate) and use Algorithm 1 to simulate rate-guarantee allocation. Thus, assuming video frames
get new invocations in FIFO fashion, the allocation latency of a video frame Ei is

δi = i(
1
A
−1) (19)

In the case of regular FaaS, A = 0 (i.e., best effort) which gives the application no guarantee
to obtain additional invocations rather than the ones allocated at the normal state (i.e., no
in-depth analysis). Since the burst load is significantly higher than the normal load, we
assume 1 invocation is sufficient for the normal load, but during a burst, this quantity is
not enough. A request arriving at i has to wait for all of its preceding ones (i ·H in total) to
complete, this causes processing latency:

δi = i(H · e−1) (20)

Real-time Processing Efficiency. Figure 9a shows the distribution of per-frame guaranteed
value using FaaS at different guaranteed invocation rate A. For the baseline, at A = 0, the
lack of rate guarantee forces the application to rely on invocation allocated at normal state
for value guarantee so only a tiny fraction of the maximum value is delivered (the request
values mostly at left). With A > 0, as the guaranteed allocation rate, A, is increased, the
application can service a burst by allocating invocations more and more rapidly. Even a
small A significantly increases the number of frames achieving close to the maximum value
(orange), and further increases in A (green, red) improve the situation dramatically. For
example, with A = 0.6H, the application can ensure that all frames exceed 40% of the
maximum value. And as A increases towards H, a growing frame value guarantee can be
achieved, reaching 100%. This illustrates that using the guaranteed invocation rate helps
applications improve computation value/quality.

Another way to think about application quality is to ask what fraction of requests achieve
a particular fraction of maximum value. We plot this metric versus the guaranteed invocation
rate in Figure 9b. To achieve 50% of the maximum value for even half of the frames, the
application needs to use the FaaS function with A equal to half of the burst request rate
H. To achieve 50% of the maximum value for 100% of the frames, an A of 0.67 ·H is
needed. At the high end, to achieve 90% of the maximum value, 0.85 ·H is required for
50% of the frames, and 0.9 for 100% of the requests. At A = H, the application can deliver
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Figure 9: Achievable per-frame guaranteed value with various guaranteed allocation rate

100% of the maximum value. This illustrates that RBAM enables bursty applications to
provide a guarantee of high quality. The results are essential because they suggest that with a
proper choice of A, applications are able to meet any quality target. Such capability unlocks
rational designs that open more space for applications to operate and exploit resources more
efficiently.

In summary, our analytical model shows that adding RBAM enables bursty, real-time
applications to guarantee high computation value. In fact, the results show that the guaranteed
invocation rate is the critical enabler of high value. By configuring FaaS guaranteed invocation
rate A to match burst demand H, the application is guaranteed to meet its computation
deadline with zero value degradation. Furthermore, even at A < H, RBAM can still guarantee
a fraction of application proportional to A/H ratio. This enables rational design for quality
where the application can utilize the guaranteed invocation rate as a quality control parameter
to balance quality with other factors such as cost.

Robustness against Burst Duration Variability we vary burst duration variability by
generating workloads at different duration standard deviations (σ ). Figure 10 shows the
achievable guaranteed burst value at different guaranteed invocation rates normalized by the
maximum burst value in three duty factor scenarios: high (DF = 0.25), medium (DF = 0.1),
and low (DF = 0.01) where DF is burst duty factor, defined as

DF = H ·D (21)

At low duty factor, changing σ does not cause many effects on guaranteed burst value
(Figure 10a). However, as the duty factor increases, value deterioration becomes more severe
and high variability bursts will experience a worse impact. At duty factor DF = 0.1, burst
with σ = 1x mean duration suffers 15% burst value loss at A = H (Figure 10b), and if duty
factor jumps to DF = 0.25, the loss increases to 19%. If σ is doubled to 2x duration then the
loss is 2.2x to around 42% (Figure 10c). However, value reduction can be solved by simply
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Figure 10: Burst value vs. Guaranteed Allocation Rate (A) with varied burst duration standard
deviation (σ )

increasing the guaranteed invocation rate. For example, A = 2 ·H will let the application
achieve 100% burst value from bursts with σ = 1x duration. Even for highly variable bursts
of σ = 2x duration, a guaranteed invocation rate of 3 ·H is sufficient. Also note that burst
variability only takes effect at high duty factor, but in response, only a small allocation rate
increase is needed to saturate the impact. Even at σ = 2x duration, rising duty factor from
0.01 to 0.25 (25x demand increase) only requires 3x guarantee invocation rate increment
(i.e., 3x resource commitment increase). This confirms the robustness of RBAM against burst
variability.

Robustness against Burst Interference In practice, the application may need to process
data from multiple sources (e.g., video analytics receive video frames from multiple cameras).
This creates a chance for burst interference – multiple bursts happen concurrently that
dramatically increase demand for new FaaS invocations. We simulate this phenomenon by
varying the burst duty factor. At high duty factor, bursts arrive more frequently and last
longer, increasing the probability of two or more bursts occur concurrently.

Figure 11a shows the probability of having one, two, and more bursts at a time under
different duty factors. There are two important observations from the figure. First, the high
duty factor increases the chance of burst interference as we explained above. For example,
at duty factor DF = 1%, the chance to have a two-burst interference is only 0.005% while
DF = 25% makes the chance go up to 2.5%. Second, varying the duty factor is also equivalent
to varying burst demand. Thus, we can consider increasing the duty factor from 0.1 to 0.25
as an increase in the workload demand by 25x. However, due to the burstiness structure, this
does not increase the bursty load by the same amount: at DF = 0.1, The occurrence chance
of more than three bursts at a time is extremely low, less than 0.00001%. Increase demand by
25x, at DF = 0.25, more than six bursts at a time has the same chance of occurrence. From
the resource allocation point of view, this means at the same risk level, we need only 3x more
resources to handle 25x more loads. RBAM users can exploit this property to configure the
rate efficiently.
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Figure 11: Burst interference probability and achievable guaranteed burst value at different
duty factor (varying λ )

Figure 11b show guaranteed burst value at various duty factors. Note that at burst
interference, demand is doubled, tripled, or more depending on the number of bursts involves.
This means to saturate double burst interference, the application needs to allocate resources
2x faster, for triple burst interference, 3x allocation rate is required, and so on. Thus, in the
figure, the breaks of curves at A = H and A = 2H indicate the value reduction effect of burst
interference. However, due to low interference probability, the impact is manageable: 14% of
the burst value for DF = 0.1, and 30% of the burst value for DF = 0.25. Further, achieving
100% of burst value in the face of a 25x duty factor increase only requires a 3-fold increase
in guarantee invocation rate. Therefore, RBAM is robust against burst interference.

Concurrent Bursty Real-time Applications One can think of high duty factors as a
single application with many events or as a combination of multiple independent applications
with much lower duty factors sharing a single RBAM function. Thinking of the latter, we
explore how higher guaranteed allocation rates can increase burst value toward the potential
maximum.

We examine the potential for multiple applications to share a single RBAM function
efficiently. Consider 10 applications, each accounting for DF = 0.01 summing to DF = 0.1
and 25 applications, each accounting for DF = 0.01 summing to DF = 0.25, and so on as
shown in Figure 12. For low burst value (< 0.5) there is little difference in the required A.
For moderate values, the difference grows but at a deeply sublinear rate. For example, for the
value of 80% potential maximum value, an increase from 1 to 25 applications require a 2x
increase in A, resulting in only 2x more cloud resource commitment.

The curves cover the guaranteed invocation rate needed for a wide range of duty factors
from 0.01 to 0.25 but they are very close to each other indicating that only a small increment
of allocation rate is sufficient to deal with a significant increment of burst demand. At 90%
max guaranteed value, the multiple is even smaller. requiring a 1.6x guaranteed invocation
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Figure 13: Glimpse System Architecture (from [51]).

rate increase for a 25x increase in the number of applications. These results suggest that
RBAM scales well – supporting a growing number of bursty, real-time applications at high
quality with a slowly growing number of resources. Our results show this growth is deeply
sublinear, suggesting that RBAM may be best implemented as a shared cloud service (not
privately by a single application) and that doing so may be quite cost-attractive for cloud
providers.

Case Study: Traffic Intersection Monitoring We model a Glimpse-like pipeline with a
client and server (the cloud) that processes video frames considered interesting by the shallow
processing at the client [51] (see Figure 13). Glimpse uploads frames to the server for object
detection. Our empirical measurements characterized the server-side frame processing cost
at 20x for object detection, but for richer analytics, this ratio could be much higher. We use a
rush-hour traffic video captured from a traffic camera in Southampton, NY at the intersection
of County Rd. 39A and North Sea Rd. and available from [136]. The video is 30 frames per
second at a resolution of 1920 × 1080 color pixels per frame.
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Burst Duration (frames) Burst Height

Mean StdDev Min Max Mean StdDev Min Max

Night 116 186 30 2,445 21 3 20 80

Day 120 216 30 2,323 20 3 20 80

Rush hours 917 1293 30 7,464 48 23 20 200

Overall 197 503 30 7,464 24 11 20 200

Table 3: Burst Statistics for Traffic Video
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Figure 14: Per-Frame Value achieved by Application varying Guaranteed Invocation Rate

Because we are interested in analyzing complex behavior such as erratic driving, reckless
walking, or traffic incidents, we use an efficient model [84] with ResNet trained on KITTI
dataset[76]) to process the video and annotate it with object appearance and departure
intervals. These object intervals are combined and collectively create the bursts (see Table
3). To scale up to a full 24-hour from our short, rush-hour clip, we replicate it to create
two 60-minute segments (morning and afternoon rush hour). We scale the time base by 20x
while holding object interval duration constant, creating an 8-hour segment of lower traffic
(daytime). Finally, we scale the time base by 40x while holding object interval duration
constant, creating a 14-hour segment of the lowest traffic (nighttime). The total number of
bursts is 2,311 and the duty factor is 0.175 for the 24-hour period. The number of objects
present in each frame multiplying the server-side frame computation cost ratio (20x) defines
the burst height.

Quality Guarantee We first explore the basic characteristics of the traces, as shown in
Table 3. The burst durations are much shorter than those explored in Section 5.2 with an
average burst duration of 7 seconds (210 frame-times), as shown in Table 3. Moreover, both
the burst duration and height are highly variable within each part of the day.
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(a) Traffic Monitoring application cost for var-
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Figure 15: RTS can be efficient in terms of both application cost and cloud provider resource
cost

Figure 14a shows the value distribution of the video trace; while similar qualitatively
to Figures 9a the real burst trace is much noisier. The traffic analysis quality benefits from
increasing A, are shown in Figure 14b. Three curved sections are visible and correspond
to the three different operating points – rush hour, daytime, and nighttime. At A as little as
0.25 ·H, all of the nighttime value is captured. At A of 0.9, the daytime value is captured. In
Figure 14b, we see flat curves and very little separation by a fraction of the per-request value.
This reflects a difficult workload for increases in A to improve application quality. To achieve
full quality on the intense activity during rush hour (10 objects in frame) requires A = H.

Results from Figure 14 confirm that using real-time serverless guarantees the traffic mon-
itoring application value. And by increasing A, the application can improve the guaranteed
quality, although compared to the synthetic data, quality increase much slower due to the
extremely high duty factor during rush hours. Furthermore, at A = H, real-time serverless
enables the application to achieve the maximum target value. This confirms the robustness of
RTS against realistic workloads.

Rate Guarantee Realization Cost Figure 15a shows how the burst load varies over the
24-hour period. To illuminate how the RTS system responds with time, we overlay the
application cost of both an RTS implementation at various cost ratios (k). The baseline is
Reservation FaaS (RF) which pre-allocates just enough invocations in advance to get 100%
value. The benefits of dynamic management are clear. Considering the full 24-hour day,
the RTS approach is 8.3x less expensive for k = 2; 4x less expensive fork = 4, and 2x less
expensive for k = 8x. In short, the RTS resources are 16x more valuable than traditional UI
resources.
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Figure 16: The Rate-based Abstract Machine (RBAM) approach to stream-processing:
Operators are wrapped by FaaS functions, providing invocation-level dynamic resource
management. One RBAM for each operator ensures its required invocation rate.

As discussed in Section 5.3.1, the guaranteed allocation rate can be achieved at cloud
provider resource cost linear in A ·E. However, we find that for this application, the effective
cloud provider resource requirement is much lower as shown in Figure 15b. This is because
the typical invocation execution is much smaller than E, so many invocations return much
sooner than the worst case. Consequently, resource cost is reduced 70-fold to only 123
invocations. We expect savings such as this to occur in many cases but will vary in magnitude.

In summary, real-time serverless allows applications to allocate resources on burst
occurrence and thus, autoscale the cost to computation demand. Furthermore, short actual
instance runtime per invocation allows the cloud to quickly reuse RTS instances for multiple
burst frames to scale actual allocation to resource commitment, thereby improving cloud
resource management flexibility. These capabilities make real-time serverless cost attractive
to not only applications but also cloud providers.

5.4.2 Stream Processing

Since any FaaS function is an RBAM function with a guaranteed invocation rate A = 0, all
FaaS-based applications can be converted to RBAM-based without nontrivial modification.
Also, the guaranteed invocation rate can be reconfigured by the applications without the need
of exposing any of their internal information and structure. Thus, at the very least, RBAM can
be used to support any application FaaS does. Furthermore, the rate guarantee it offers can
open more capabilities for the application. We demonstrate this by using RBAM to support
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stream processing applications – an application class that is typically used for handling an
endless amount of data that is continuously generated from multiple sources. The data are
organized as separate tuples, each gets processed by going through a DAG of processing
units called operator. Each operator is responsible for a small part of the processing. Once
an operator finishes processing a tuple, it will pass the output to its downstream in the DAG
for further processing and so on until reaching final results at a sink operator.

Current stream processing applications rely on the worker execution model which dis-
patches application computation components, i.e., operators, onto worker abstraction. De-
pending on design choice and infrastructure support, worker abstraction is typically realized
as threads, processes, or containers. Worker performance is tied to the resource configuration
of worker realization, which highly varied under changes in underlying systems (e.g., hard-
ware, OS scheduler, etc.) and execution environment factors (e.g., collocated applications,
hardware failures, etc.). This makes application performance transparency and predictability
extremely difficult, if not possible, to achieve.

We can use RBAM to resolve these problems. Figure 16 shows a stream processing
application running over RBAM instead of the worker execution model. Each operator is
mapped into an RBAM function and their connections are encoded as RBAM call chains
with tuples passed as invocation arguments. For example, in Figure 16, each operator
O1,O2,O3,O4 becomes a separate FaaS function f1, f2, f3, and f4, respectively. When a tuple
arrives, f1 is triggered and processes the tuple. After completion, it requests new invocations
of f2 and f3, passing its output along with these requests. f2 and f3’s new invocations unpack
the request, treat the output as their input then continue the tuple processing, and so on.

By this approach, the guaranteed invocation rate associated with an RBAM function
specifies the processing rate of the operator mapped to the function. This makes performance
predictability possible to stream processing applications as they can tell whether the load can
be supported given a specific deployment by comparing its guaranteed rate configurations
and operator input rates. Further, if the load exceeds the rate guarantee configurations, the
application can easily recover performance stability by reconfiguring the rate guarantee
configuration to match the new load. As rate guarantee configurations are RBAM-specific
configurations, independent of the underlying resource configuration, the application can
reuse the configuration for any deployment environment yet still get the same result. That
resolves the performance transparency challenge.

Storm-RTS. To demonstrate such new capability, we implement a new stream process-
ing engine called Storm-RTS. Storm-RTS use RBAM as a core execution model to host
applications’ operators and leverage Apache Storm API to deliver state-of-the-art stream
processing development and management supports. Storm-RTS is designed to offer the
following functionalities:

• Workflow performance stability: achieve desired throughput and latency across dis-
tributed configurations, reconfiguration (migration) and varied competitive loads
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Figure 17: Storm-RTS Architecture: Operator Profiler, Workflow Coordinator, Executor, and
Rate-based Abstract Machine

• Modular (local) resource management: can partition workflow across multiple sites or
datacenters. Individual site resource managers can independently decide if a workflow
can placed and meet its performance requirements

• Compatibility: support Storm workflows and features with similar efficiency and
modest change.

The key elements of Storm-RTS are shown in Figure 17. At the high level, Storm-RTS
has four main components, each is responsible for one of the functionalities listed above.

• Workflow Coordinator responsible for enforcing performance stability. This compo-
nent translates workflow operators received from developers into FaaS functions and
associated them with appropriate configurations allowing the workflow to sustain the
desired load. Workflow coordinator also automatically reconfigures FaaS configu-
rations to protect workflow performance from disruptions such as competitive loads,
workflow reconfiguration, migration, etc.

• Operator Profiler responsible for resource requirement predictability. The component
run workflow operators offline to profile their computing and memory requirements.
This information is used to configure FaaS functions’ resource requirements, ensuring
their invocations always have sufficient resources to execute their associate operators.

• Rate-based Abstract Machine (RBAM) responsible for enabling modular resource
management. FaaS functions created by workflow coordinator are deployed sepa-
rately inside RBAM allocations. Each RBAM allocation is a resource contract between
Storm-RTS and the underlying resource manager (e.g., Kubernetes). Once established,
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the resource manager guarantees sufficient resources given to RBAM allocations to
enable them to execute at configured rate regardless of other competitive loads.

• Workflow Executor responsible for executing workflows and compatibility supports.
Workflow Executor collects tuples from data sources and then triggers correspond-
ing FaaS invocations to start workflow execution. Workflow Executor also monitors
and orchestrates workflow executing through reading Operator State deployed on
every function container. Workflow Executor reuses Storm’s modules to format and
process monitoring data ensuring Storm-RTS offers similar data processing supports
as Storm.

Storm-RTS Implementation

Workflow Coordinator Workflow developers submit workflow descriptions directly to
the workflow coordinator’s compiler. The description includes workflow topology and
rate configuration. Rate configuration consists of a desired rate λ that developers expect the
workflow to handle and per-operator parallelism µi representing the ratio of each operator’s
expected input rate and λ .

The workflow compiler extracts operators’ logic from workflow topology and then
encapsulates each of them inside a FaaS function. The operator starts processing tuples by
invoking the corresponding FaaS function with the tuples provided as invocation arguments.
The whole processing happens inside the invocation of its wrapper function and finishes once
the invocation terminates.

Each FaaS function is configured by FaaS Configurator to determine its (i) rate
guarantee, (ii) per-invocation resource requirement (mainly CPU and memory), and (iii) max-
imum invocation runtime (i.e., timeout). In particular, FaaS configuration lets Workflow
Profiler execute operator logic offline to determine invocation resource requirement and
maximum execution time. Meanwhile, the function rate guarantee Ai is configured to the
number of invocations expected to invoke per second if tuples are generated at the desired
rate λ :

Ai =
λ ·µi

b
(22)

where b is the number of tuples to be processed in one invocation (e.g., batch size) also
provided by the workflow profiler. This Ai guarantees at least one invocation available
for the operator wrapped by the FaaS function to process all incoming tuples sent at any rate
less than or equal to λ , thereby satisfying the performance stability requirement.

For deployment, the FaaS Configurator sends FaaS functions and their configurations
to RBAM to check if the underlying resource manager can support their guarantee. If it can
then the workflow coordinator triggers the workflow executor to begin execution. Throughout
the execution, FaaS Configuration keeps it informed by RBAM and underlying resource
management changes. If any of the changes would affect workflow performance, it will
reconfigure FaaS deployment to ensure performance stability.
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Operator Profiler The profiler characterizes operator execution properties by running
operators offline with tuples sampled from historical input stream data. The running environ-
ment is configured to be identical to the environment targeted to execute workflow operators.
Profiling is triggered by the FaaS coordinator, when a new workflow is submitted or when
workflow reconfiguration is required, to collect the following information

• Per-invocation resource (CPU and memory) requirement and maximum runtime: the
profiler executes operators on a variety of CPU and memory capacities starting with
excess resources, and gradually reduces the allocation until observing a 20% execution
time increase. The function wraps this operator will have its resource and runtime
configuration equal to the point where the execution time starts to increase.

• Batch size: the profiler estimates a minimum batch size, designed to ensure reasonable
efficiency by comparing the tuple processing for the operator natively, and then with
the FaaS wrapper. An efficiency of 70% was deemed acceptable and used to determine
the batch size for this operator.

Workflow Executor For each successful deployment, the workflow executor creates
a set of tuple collectors realizing the workflow source operators (“spout” in Storm
terminologies) to continuously collect new tuples from data sources. The tuple collector

batches tuples to amortize the FaaS invocation cost. Thus, new tuples are put into queues

based on their destination. When enough tuples are available, a FaaS invoker retrieves
a batch from the queue and requests a new FaaS invocation for the appropriate workflow
operator, passing the batched tuples as an argument. Each invocation processes one batch.
After completion, to pass on output tuples, the invocation calls the wrapper functions for
the operators downstream, passing output tuples in batch as an argument. This allows the
downstream function, in response, to extract the tuples, perform the operator computation,
and call its downstream operator wrappers as needed, and so on. This mechanism forms tuple
processing as serverless function chains which are self-synchronized that do not require the
dedicated messaging systems as in worker-based SPEs (e.g., Storm [16] relies on Netty [22]
for inter-node messaging).

Also at completion, invocations update operator state maintained inside their con-
tainers. These states are periodically synchronized with the state manager providing
information for consistency, progress tracking, monitoring and recovery. Storm-RTS reuse
Storm’s modules to implement such functionalities. Thus, workflows executing over Storm-
RTS receive supports equivalent to Storm.

Extending Storm-RTS to Cloud-Cloud and Cloud-Edge Distributing workflow execu-
tion across multiple cloud data centers or cloud and edge can produce important benefits in
performance (latency, throughput, and cost) and flexibility. Opportunities include exploiting
available edge resources to reduce cost, latency, upload bandwidth, or even carbon foot-
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Figure 18: Storm-RTS for Edge: the application coordinator manages multi-site deployment.
As before, each site has admission control and performance monitoring that implements the
local RBAM guarantees.

print (selecting the lowest carbon resources). However, such opportunities come with many
challenges because edge resources are both heterogeneous and can vary in availability.

Storm-RTS supports workflow flexibility across multiple clouds and the edge. First,
Storm-RTS utilizes underlying resources via serverless abstraction so as long as the cloud or
edge data center supports FaaS, the resource can be accessed through Storm-RTS. Resource
heterogeneity can be masked via FaaS, and performance assured via operator profiling and
admission control. Second, edge resources with varying availability may require workflow
reconfiguration. By leveraging the rate-based abstract machine, Storm-RTS ensures that such
reconfiguration will not affect workflow performance, enabling applications to optimize their
deployments for cost, carbon, or other criteria.

Using Storm-RTS, as shown in Figure 18, stream-processing applications can be de-
ployed over multiple clouds and even cloud-edge configurations – with minimal application
change or retuning. Each cloud or edge data center runs Storm-RTS as in Figure 17, but now
the workflow coordinator is promoted to application coordinator and now orches-
trates FaaS deployments across the datacenters (via the Storm-RTS runtimes in each loca-
tion). Apart from original components, the application coordinator adds an operator

distributor that places the FaaS encapsulated operators across data centers, implementing
the desired application policy.

Common policies include keeping operators close to data sources (often at the edge).
If multiple data centers can host an operator, the coordinator implements the application’s
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deployment policy, which picks application configurations from amongst the candidates.
The performance stability ensured by the Storm-RTS model across configurations is the key
to enabling simple declarative specifications of policy.

For example, if edge resources are zero-cost, when available, a policy that simply
minimizes total deployment cost would push operators to the edge when it is idle, and pull
them back to the cloud when it is not. If there is variable pricing at the edge – time of use
rates - then the edge might be favored at some times and not others. If sustainability is
the objective, then minimizing carbon emissions (due to brown power use), the application
coordinator might push operators to the edge when solar panels create plentiful green power,
but back to the cloud datacenter, when the solar panels stop generating sufficient green power.
Storm-RTS implements policies by collecting and assessing two sources of information:

• Resource configuration: (e.g., resource cost from cloud provider pricing pages, Carbon
intensity information from RiPiT [23], etc.) to give insights of cloud/edge resource
properties for efficiency exploitation.

• Resource availability: collected from resource managers of data centers. The appli-
cation coordinator also communicates with admission controllers (RTS systems) to
determine if an operator placement (and desired rate) is feasible at any particular site.

The tuple movement between Storm-RTS operators is implemented at FaaS invocations,
so no other middleware beyond HTTP and TCP/IP is required for communication between
systems.

Evaluation To validate if Storm-RTS design and implementation meet these requirements
as well as demonstrate new capabilities enabled by RBAM, we design and carry out sets of
experimental evaluations, comparing Storm-RTS with three state-of-the-art worker-based
stream processing engines: Apache Storm, EdgeWise, and Dhalion. Stream processing
engines are fed by workloads collected from RIoTBench under different load shapes, resource
configurations, competitive loads, deployment policies, and migration scenarios to answer
the following questions:

• Efficiency: Does Storm-RTS achieve comparable performance versus worker-based
processing engines?

• Performance Stability: Does Storm-RTS provide stable performance corresponding to
application rate guarantee configurations regardless of execution environment changes?

• Flexible Reconfiguration: Does Storm-RTS let applications flexibly reconfigure them-
selves in response to the dynamic changes of the running environment to achieve
high-level objectives (e.g., minimize cost, minimize Carbon footprint)?

We use RIoTBench benchmark suite [126], designed specifically for evaluating SPE
implementations. The benchmark performs analysis over a real-world smart cities dataset
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Figure 19: RIoTBench workflows.

[43]. We select 3 workflows, that capture the behavior of common stream processing set-
tings, namely PRED (make predictions on streamed data), ETL (perform data extraction,
transformation, and load), and STATS (apply statistical summarization) and are illustrated in
Figure 19. The green boxes represent their operators while the number associated with each
box represents operator parallelism configurations.

We compare Storm-RTS with four different stream processing engines

• Storm [16] a popular worker-based SPE. Workers are implemented as threads in a
Java Virtual Machine. The workflow developer configures worker allocation through
parallelism configuration. Worker allocation and mapping are fixed throughout the
workflow lifetime.

• EdgeWise [74] similar to Storm, except workers are shared among operators so the
SPE can assign operators to workers prioritizing those with more tuples queued to
improve efficiency.

• Dhalion [73] a worker-based SPE supporting supports dynamic scaling. The SPE will
allocate additional resources whenever workflow throughput does not match the input
rate. It also frees unused resources if the workflow is over-provisioned.

• Storm-Serverless implements the Storm API on FaaS. Storm-Serverless’ architecture
is similar Storm-RTS with RBAM is replaced with OpenFaaS [117], thereby operators
have no rate-guarantee.

All SPEs handle data streams using Storm 1.1.1 interface requiring essentially no modifi-
cations to the workflow source code. The one exception is that for Storm-RTS, the workflow
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Figure 20: A Cloud-edge resource configuration

must declare the desired tuple rate-guarantee (single number) which is used to determine the
underlying RBAM resource provisioning.

Experiments are conducted over three configurations

• Cloud VM: SPEs are installed over virtual machines provided by the public cloud ven-
dors, including Amazon EC2 (m5zn instances), Microsoft Azure (Das_v4 instances),
and Google Cloud (e2-standard instances) to evaluate SPE performance over realistic
settings where they typically run over virtual, oversubscribed environment inside data
centers.

• Bare Metal: SPEs are installed on a dedicated physical machine with no resource
sharing. The machine is an Intel Xeon Gold 6138 (80 cores) with 512 GB of memory.
SPEs are deployed with cgroups for resource control. We also used bare metal options
from Azure (Dasv4-Type1) and Amazon (m5zn.metal).

• Cloud-Edge SPEs are installed across Cloud and Edge data centers as in Figure 20;
the data centers are emulated using Chameleon Cloud [14]. We use 4 clusters of
machines. One is cloud: an unlimited number of machines, each with 92 cores and
192GB memory. The other three: edge1, edge2, edge3 represent edge clusters, each
has 4 virtual machines equipped with 12 cores and 48GB memory. To emulate the
realistic cloud-edge interconnection, we refer to Amazon Cloud Infrastructure’s net-
work performance [30] to configure the connection bandwidth and latency. Intercloud
latency modeled constant 5.5 milliseconds and 100Gbps. Cloud-edge networking is
also assumed to be 100Gbps with latency randomized with Gaussian distribution with
5.5ms mean and 2ms variance.

SPEs are evaluated through the following metrics:

• Throughput: (tuples/second) The number of tuples received per second at the work-
flow’s sink operators.

• Latency end-to-end latency of a given tuple starting when the tuple arrived at source
tasks and finishing when the tuple totally consumed by the sink tasks.
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• Resource utilization: CPU-Utilization (100% per core).

• Cost = CPU utilization * cost-factor (location). The cost-factor is a dimensionless
relative measure of resource cost, and depends on the resource location. For the cloud-
edge configurations shown in Figure 20, we set the cost of edge1, edge2, and edge3
equal to 25%, 50%, and 75% respectively relative to the cloud’s 100%.
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(a) AWS Nitro (Amazon EC2)
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(b) Hyper-V (Azure)
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(c) KVM (Google Cloud)
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(d) Bare Metal

Figure 21: Maximum throughput of RIoTBench workflows on a single machine (varying
from 4 to 16 cores). Geometric mean of workflows’ throughput, each is normalized by Storm
throughput on a 4-core machine.

Resource Efficiency We evaluate the resource efficiency of the four SPE systems, using a
single workflow, and varying the tuple input rate. Each of the three RIoTBench workflows
is deployed over a single machine with fixed CPU (4, 8, and 16 cores) managed by the
all five SPE systems – Storm, EdgeWise, Dhalion, Storm-Serverless, and Storm-RTS. The
workflows are fed tuples at a constant rate, and we gradually increase the rate until the system
saturates. When tuple processing latency increases sharply and the throughput (tuple output
rate) fails to match the tuple input rate, the system is considered saturated. We report the
throughput just before this point, calling it the maximum throughput. All four SPEs have
workflows’ parallelism configurations shown in Figure 19.
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(b) Average Latency

Figure 22: Resource efficiency results on Azure. Storm-RTS achieves comparable throughput
and latency versus worker-based SPE across different workflows and the number of nodes.

We report the geometric mean of the normalized throughputs of three RIoTbench work-
flows performance for each of the four SPEs on 4 different machine configurations in Figure
21. Note the log scales. The performance of Storm, Edgewise and Dhalion scale poorly,
falling slightly behind at 8 cores and badly behind at 16 cores. Because of their dynamic
allocation, both Storm-RTS and Storm-Serverless scale well with system capacity, with
workflow maximum throughput increases almost linearly with the number of cores. These
results are consistent across all of the cloud VMs and also the bare metal configuration. These
results show that the FaaS-based SPEs can achieve equal or superior resource efficiency.

Next we consider a more realistic configuration: the distributed environment of the
public cloud. SPEs are deployed over multiple 4-core virtual machines, the most popular
machine type in today’s cloud. For various numbers of machines, Figure 22a reports the
geometric mean normalized throughput for each SPE, running on Azure. The other resource
configurations (two clouds, one bare metal) are both omitted, because their results are
the same as we have presented for Azure. In this case, all four SPEs have comparable
performance, scaling well to 8 nodes. Also as before, both Storm-Serverless and Storm-RTS
scale well, increasing throughput with the number of machines. This result confirms their
resource efficiency, compared to worker-based SPEs, in a distributed computing setting.

Figure 22b shows the average per-tuple end-to-end latency of RIoTBench workflows at
the steady state when the load is at around 70% of available capacity for all SPEs in Azure (we
also omit other configurations due to similarity). Storm-RTS and Storm-Serverless keep the
latency staying below 20ms, just slightly higher than Storm and EdgeWise while significantly
better than Dhalion. The results demonstrate that besides throughput, Storm-RTS is also
efficiently equivalent to other worker-based SPEs in terms of processing speed.

Performance Stability Serverless-based SPEs allocate resources on-demand, enabling
workflow performance to scale dynamically without configuration tuning. To illustrate this,
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(b) Performance Isolation

Figure 23: Storm-RTS can flexibly reconfigure for various workloads and protect workflow
performance from collocated applications while other SPEs fail to do so. (Results from Azure
VMs only, other configurations are omitted due to similarity).

we run each RIoTBench workflow, one at a time, at varying tuple input rates. The system has
ample resources, but we keep the workflow parallelism and rate configurations fixed as the
tuple rate is increased.

The results are presented in Figure 23a. The x-axis values are the tuple input rate
normalized by the saturation rate (maximum throughput) of the Storm system. The y-axis
values are the geometric mean of workflow throughputs normalized by input rate. A perfect
system would produce a flat line across the top – full performance with no saturation.

Our results show that all five SPE systems scale well up to Storm’s saturation rate
(normalized to 1.0). Beyond the tuple rate, among worker-based SPEs, only Dhalion with
dynamic scaling support can handle the load. Storm and EdgeWise static worker allocations
are both overwhelmed, causing their throughput to drop. At a saturation ratio of 1.5, both
of their throughputs are below 20% of the input rate, and at 2.0, their throughput drops
further approaching 0%. In contrast, Storm-Serverless and Storm-RTS perform dynamic
allocation, using the underlying serverless dynamic allocation to acquire more resources
and support higher tuple processing rates. As a result, their performance is not limited by
workflow configuration, and continues to match the growing tuple for all workflows well
beyond 1.0x and even 2.0x the Storm saturation rate.

The results above reveal the configuration inflexibility of the worker-based model. Any
changes in workflow and input tuple rate require worker configuration adjustment, either
manual or automatic, to achieve desired performance. On the other hand, serverless-based
SPEs do not require any parameter tuning to meet performance goals. This eases deployment
effort.

We consider the case of multiple workflows competing for shared resources. This is a
common occurrence in production settings and can lead to performance interference. To
evaluate performance isolation in this situation, we run each of the RIoTBench workflows
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Figure 24: Storm-RTS guarantees the performance of bursty workloads while other SPEs fail
to do so.

with one that competes for resources – SCAN. The SCAN workflow is a single-bolt workflow
that performs expensive arithmetic operators on input tuples, so it competes for CPU cycles
with the foreground RIotBench workflows.

In Figure 23b, we report the geometric mean of the throughputs for the RIoTBench
workflows normalized by their saturation input rate. The x-axis values are normalized
background load (SCAN), with 1.0 indicating the ability to consume 100% of the CPU
capacity.

All worker-based SPEs – EdgeWise, Storm and Dhalion – fail to provide performance
isolation, showing a performance decrease after the background load exceeds 50%. Storm-
Serverless is even worse, dropping from the introduction of very small levels of resource
competition. This is because Storm-Serverless depends on a traditional best-effort serverless
system. The decrease is severed, and nearly 100% loss of throughput with about 30%
competitive load. In contrast, Storm-RTS provides good performance isolation all the way
up to 100% competitive load. The RBAM allocations used by Storm-RTS enforces rate-
guarantees with strong resource isolation. As a result, workflows deployed by Storm-RTS
always maintain the desired throughput regardless of background load. This demonstrates
the capability of delivering performance predictability of RBAM SPEs as we discussed in
Section ??.

We consider bursty workflows whose input rate varies over time. Workflow developers
can configure Storm-RTS to handle such workflows by setting the desired input rate equal to
the peak input rate when the load bursts. For demonstration, we deploy a PRED workflow
that operates at around 35 thousand tuples/sec on Azure VMs. However, after the 10-th
second, the input rate is doubled and lasts for around 30 seconds (see the first graph of Figure
24. We execute this load with different SPEs. The workflow’s throughput and latency are
shown in the second and third graphs of Figure 24, respectively.
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Figure 25: Storm-RTS, Storm-Dynamic, and Storm across cloud and edge. Storm-RTS has
well-defined performance guarantees, enabling it to respond to resource availability changes
and maintain desired throughput.

Storm and EdgeWise have their resource allocated statically, only sufficient to handle
the normal load. When the burst arrives, they are unable to process the additional tuples and
have to let them wait until the burst end. Subsequently, both see significant high processing
latency with a noticeable drop in throughput. Dhalion and Storm-Serverless support dynamic
allocation so they can scale up during the burst. However, it takes time for both to detect the
burst, wait for the underlying resource to deliver new resources, and initialize them. Thus,
from the beginning of the burst, their performance significantly degrades for 10-20s, around
35 to 65% of the burst period. Storm-RTS, on the other hand, has desired rate set to the burst
peak (70 thousand tuples/sec) and it maintains the desired throughput and latency throughout
the burst period.

Flexible Reconfiguration across Cloud and Edge Most SPEs are designed for cloud
deployment, but increasingly there are opportunities for stream-processing at the edge
in combination with the cloud. However, edge resources are limited, and when there is
competition for resources, they may be unavailable. To maintain stable performance for
stream processing workflows, ideally an SPE would be able to manage response across the
cloud and edge when resource availability changes.

We evaluate Storm-RTS running a single workflow (either ETL, PRED, and STAT)
across cloud and edge. We vary edge resource availability from 50% (half of the workflow
can deploy at the edge) to 0% (i.e., no edge resources available), see Figure 25. In the first
graph, when the availability of edge resources decreases, Storm-RTS shifts operators from
edge to the cloud. This confirms Storm-RTS’ ability to reconfigure workflow deployment in
response to resource availability change.
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Figure 26: Storm-RTS shifts workflows across edge datacenters, while maintaining stable
performance. The flexibility enabled by Storm-RTS allows simple optimization of cost.

Next, we evaluate Storm-RTS’s ability to maintain workflow performance under reconfig-
uration. We use Storm as a baseline. However, Storm does not respond to resource availability,
statically spreading workers across available nodes in a round-robin manner. This produces a
deployment with half of the workflow in the edge, and another half in the cloud. To highlight
the other capabilities that Storm lacks, we enhance it by modifying the scheduler to be able
to shift workers, calling it Storm-Dynamic. With Storm-Dynamic, when operators on the
edge see performance degradation of 25%, Storm-Dynamic will rebalances workers across
cloud and edge as shown in the second graph in Figure 25. The geometric mean of the three
workflows’ throughput normalized by their desired throughputs shows that Storm is unable to
detect performance degradation or reconfigure workflow deployment to restore performance
(the roles of application coordinator and real-time serverless in Figure 18). Consequently, its
normalized throughput remains under 0.3, far below the desired throughput.

Storm-Dynamic addresses Storm’s limitations with its dynamic worker shifting and
achieves higher throughput. However, the throughput gets worse, as more edge resources
available. Workers in the cloud perform differently from those in the edge. Thus, shifting a
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worker cause performance changes in operators, which then cascade through the workflow. In
contrast, Storm-RTS sustains the normalized throughput close to 1 through all cases, stably
maintaining the desired throughput of the three workflows. Storm-RTS has workflow recon-
figuration driven by a specific understanding of performance needs – RBAM rate guarantee.
When the rate guarantee is violated due to edge resource availability change, the Real-time
Serverless will notify the application coordinator which precisely reconfigures the
workflow to restore the guarantee.

Performance guarantee and isolation are a powerful combination that can dramatically
simplify application management for other goals, such as resource cost. Consider a simple
declarative goal – to minimize cost of resources used by a stream processing workflows at
any point in time. We will call this policy MinCost. With our Storm-RTS SPE, shown in
Figure 18, the policy can be reduced placing operators in the data center with the lowest cost.
If the data center is full while there are still operators to schedule, then those operators will
be placed in the data center with the next lowest cost factor and so on.

Consider a resource environment with four datacenters (cloud, edge1, edge2, edge3),
where cost(edge1) < cost(edge2) < cost (edge3) < cost(cloud) as shown in Figure 20. On this
testbed, we conduct an experiment showing how Storm-RTS allows workflows to operate
stably at optimal cost. We deploy 3 workflows, STAT, ETL, and PRED.

The first graph of Figure 26a shows events that happen during the experiment and
decisions made by Storm-RTS in response to minimize the cost. At t = 0, the three workflows
are deployed in the cloud because no edge data centers are available. At t = 150, three edge
data centers become available. The MinCost policy dictates a move to the cheapest data
center, edge1, so the operator distributor shifts the operators for all three workflows
to edge1. Then, at t = 300, the SCAN workflow starts at data center edge1, consuming
CPU resources. The edge1 becomes oversubscribed, so the local Real-time Serverless (RTS)
notifies the application coordinator that edge1 do not have sufficient resources to host
all four workflows. This causes the application coordinator to have the operator

distributor move PRED, the smallest workflow, to maintain adequate performance. To
minimize resource cost, it picks data center edge2. At t = 450, the SCAN load increases again,
causing the edge1 RTS system to again notify the application coordinator, leading to
a move of the ETL workflow to edge2. And when SCAN expands to edge2 at t = 600, its
resource consumption there causes the RTS system on edge2 to notify the application

coordinator that it cannot maintain its guarantees. So, in response, SPE moves PRED to
edge3 ensuring resource sufficiency for all workflows.

Through these many workflow reconfigurations, Storm-RTS maintains their performance,
ensuring all three workflows stably achieve the desired throughput as shown in the second
graph of Figure 26a. And, as the application coordinator always moves workflows to the data
centers with the lowest cost available, the total cost is minimized (the last graph in Figure
26a). To understand the importance of Storm-RTS in implementing such declarative policy,
consider the same scenario with Storm-Serverless (Figure 26b). Since Storm-Serverless
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allocates resources in best-effort manner, can neither detect a shortfall nor choose a suitable
destination for a migration (has enough resources available). This results in poor workflow
performance in these changing resource environments.

5.5 Unanswered Questions and Remaining Tasks

While RBAM’s real-time guarantee is fully proven, its implementation efficiency and appli-
cability still need more results to be fully addressed. In particular

• RBAM Efficient Implementation: we still have not known if RBAM can be imple-
mented within 15% overhead compared to their regular FaaS. Answering the question
requires a proposal of algorithms to deploy RBAM at a reduced cost, an RBAM
implementation that can realize these algorithms at scale, and evidence to show they
can work well with different system configurations and workloads.

• RBAM Applicability: We still have no evidence if RBAM can support hard real-time
requirements and extreme workloads of hundreds of thousands of requests per second
and more. To answer the question, we need to demonstrate RBAM versus demanding
applications such as scientific sensor instrument data processing.

According to the plan, answering these remaining parts of the research questions is
corresponding to completing the following tasks

• Efficient RBAM Implementation

– T2.2. Propose several scalable allocation algorithms that can reduce the overhead
of deploying RBAM functions at any rate-guarantee over the cloud.

– T2.3. Evaluate proposed RBAM allocation algorithms to understand their effi-
ciency.

– T2.4. Integrate proposed RBAM algorithms in a practical FaaS system.

– T2.5. Conduct empirical studies to demonstrate that RBAM implementation cost
is asymptotically small for a large number of RBAMs.

• RBAM Applicability

– T3.5. Implement an demanding Scientific Sensor Instrument Data Processing
application using RBAM functions.

– T3.6. Design and conduct experiments to show that the RBAM functions enable
the application to meet its real-time requirements with efficiency.

We propose the schedule of completing these tasks later in Section 7.
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6 Related Work

6.1 FaaS Efficiency Improvement

FaaS or Serverless Computing is flourishing with tons of implementations that have been
developed and contributed by both industry and the open-source community [17, 18, 19, 92,
117, 15]. However, Serverless is still at its early stage. Recent studies [140, 147, 57] reveals
critical performance limitations in virtually every serverless implementation preventing them
from supporting many potential applications [113].

High invocation overhead is arguably the most noticeable Serverless performance lim-
itation. The problem is gradually handled through many overhead minimization efforts
across the whole invocation stack. These include heavily optimizing sandboxing mechanism
[24, 20, 101, 130, 26] and enabling invocation resource sharing [116] to host more invoca-
tions. Some also take sandbox snapshots to minimize cold start overhead [64]. Apart from
sandboxing optimization, there are efforts on workload prediction to help avoid cold start
[123], optimizing invocation routing [87] to reduce network latency, etc. However, there is
still much effort needed to reduce the overhead to the sub-millisecond scale. Batching is one
common workaround used by Storm-RTS, and other solutions [27, 79, 128].

High performance variability is a critical issue for serverless performance. Unfortunately,
there is a lack of improvement over this space. Open source serverless implementations still
rely on reactive autoscaling for invocation resource allocation [117, 15, 92]. This mechanism
is also employed inside commercial serverless, according to black-box inspections [147, 140],
although they do provide other supports such as provisioned concurrency [17] to help
stabilize performance when load surge or workflow description [19, 17, 18] to help schedule
function chains. All of the mentioned approaches, however, are best-effort and unable to
protect serverless invocations from performance instability when the load or Cloud’s internal
resource structure suddenly changes. Consequently, much of QoS improvement emerge from
application side [57, 27, 79, 139]. Storm-RTS utilizing Real-time Serverless [114], the first
effort on guarantee serverless performance through rate-guarantee interface to achieve both
performance transparency and modularity.

6.2 Supporting Bursty, Real-time Applications

6.2.1 Handling Workload Burstiness

Scalable internet services deal with bursty loads managing yield and latency by dropping
requests [40]. For example, the WeChat microservice system has an elaborate system for
load shedding that orders drops to minimize wasted work. However, all of these approaches
drop requests in order to maintain service quality for accepted requests. In contrast, because
we assume the cloud has sufficient resources to service our bursty, real-time applications, we
take the approach of guaranteeing allocation rate to maintain quality for all of the received
requests.
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Most of today solutions for bursty real-time workload workaround the cost problem
through dynamic allocation. Instead of running the application over a fixed set of resources,
application developers try to dynamically adjust resources allocated to the application to re-
source needs. The dynamic allocation is an iterative control loop consisting of two steps: burst
detection and allocation adjustment. To detect bursts, some approaches monitor workload
changes [96, 95], while other rely on real-time violations [81, 80]. For some applications,
violation is prohibited so they take a more proactive approach: predict potential burst arrival
and allocate resources in advance [33]. Determine quantity of each dynamic allocation is a
tricky part as applications only want to just enough resources for cost optimization. Some
approaches deploy complicated analysis (e.g., using historical data) to make just-enough
allocations [80, 95]. There also approach combine different cloud resources, using high
flexibility service, such as FaaS, to absorb the burst [96, 81]. However, all of dynamic
allocation approaches are constructed upon heuristic methods limiting their applicability.
Any application that have its burstiness properties or real-time constraint uncovered by the
heuristic solution may end up with mis-allocation that leads to either real-time violation or
resource waste.

6.2.2 Satisfying Real-time Requirements

Many research efforts have been spent on task runtime prediction for efficient scheduling
and resource allocation. Some techniques are developed for repeating jobs [54, 61, 86] while
others use the job structure and characterize input to construct predicting models [72, 119].
JamaisVu [134] and 3Sigma [118] extracts tasks’ features from execution history, uses them
for constructing runtime distributions and applies a tournament prediction to estimate task
runtime. From runtime prediction, many scheduling such as backfilling [132, 148] or packing
[138, 135] can be applied to minimize real-time constraint violation while still maximizing
resource utilization.

There are also other approaches in the literature. For example, [48] uses the earliest-
deadline-first scheduling policy and explicitly handling the transient of dynamic real-time
workload to reduce deadline misses. [38] combines three techniques: reservation, semi-
partition scheduling, and period transformation with task-placement heuristics to achieve near-
optimal hard real-time scheduling. Satisfying real-time constraints under power limitation is
also a very active research area [50, 151].

All of the work mentioned above, however, deal with real-time constraints in a best-effort
manner. They do not explicitly guarantee the deadline misses but try to minimize the misses as
much as possible. In contrast, through guaranteed allocation rate, real-time serverless enables
applications to plan to achieve real-time guarantee and guarantee computation quality.

In summary, to the best of our knowledge, none of the recent studies tackles the problem
of cost-effectively handling bursty demands in a timely fashion. They either consider real-
time constraints or bursty demand but not both as real-time serverless did.
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6.3 Stream Processing

Our Storm-RTS work focuses on providing stable SPE performance across heterogeneous
resources with varying availability. The key to our approach is the higher-level resource
abstraction, the rate-based abstract machine. This section will discuss how our approach
is distinguished from other studies in terms of ensuring workflow performance stability,
exploiting FaaS abstraction, and multi-site deployments.

6.3.1 Stable Performance

For worker-based SPEs, stable performance is strongly tied to resolving their limitations in
performance transparency and isolation. In terms of performance transparency, worker-based
SPEs try to decouple workflow performance from the underlying system implementation by
carefully considering workflow topology and the underlying system details for every operator
scheduling decision. Many SPEs dynamically map operators to workers via employing
heuristic scheduling strategies based on performance profiling [98, 41, 52, 104, 47] and/or
workflow characterization, including operator dependencies [52, 105], queue size [74] and
query context [145, 137]. In distribution settings, SPEs place workers among computing
nodes in traffic-aware [108, 144, 69] or topology-aware [108, 142, 107] fashion ensuring
tuple transmission is supported by the underlying network. On low-end systems, e.g., Edge,
resource heterogeneity and scarcity is quite common, great efforts on workload partitioning
[97, 111, 91, 141, 70] and task placement [45, 88, 91, 58, 110, 46, 55, 28] are needed.

To resolve performance isolation challenges, worker-based SPEs ensure workflow per-
formance by leveraging control mechanisms, which are typically full loops of two steps:
interference detection and interference resolution. In interference detection, the SPEs iden-
tify interference through monitoring stream traffic [94, 41] and workflow throughput [71].
Some approaches even use the monitor data for predicting potential resource contention
[71, 82, 83], proactively prevent interference beforehand. Detected interferences are resolved
with heuristic algorithms, which either dynamically readjust resource sharing among com-
petitive workflows [106, 71, 82, 83] or migrate them to another set of computing nodes
[41].

All of the proposed approaches, however, are heuristic. They configure SPEs to behave
properly with popular workflow and resource configurations. Thus, any significant changes
in workflow dynamics or underlying resource configurations will lead to misbehavior and
SPEs fail to maintain stable performance. These issues are well addressed by Storm-RTS:
by leveraging FaaS, Storm-RTS can scale well to workflow dynamics, and through rate-
guarantee enforcement, Storm-RTS provide strong isolation from resource configurations.

6.3.2 Stream Processing and FaaS

Leveraging FaaS for dynamic scalability has been proposed in many SPEs [53, 122, 112, 13,
34, 21]. However, these SPEs only outsource the processing logics to FaaS. Other parts of
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operators, such as transmission and synchronization, are implemented through the worker
abstraction inheriting worker-based performance limitations. Storm-RTS uses FaaS as a
higher-level abstraction wrapping whole operators inside FaaS deployments. This removes
worker abstraction from SPE implementation, eliminating its performance limitation legacies.

Storm-RTS relies on RBAM for performance stability and isolation. The key idea of
RBAM is to ensure serverless performance with rate-guarantee. This is different from regular
serverless systems, which are best-effort [117, 15, 92, 19, 17, 18]. When these systems fail
to acquire needed resources, the performance of SPE relies on them degrades. Recent years
witnessed many attempts on minimizing the chance of these failures, including optimizing
invocation resource consumption [66, 109], proactive pre-allocation, and reusing terminated
invocations [124, 75, 77]. There are also active studies on intelligent resource sharing and
function placement to improve resource efficiency and avoid interference [129, 65, 62, 102,
149]. All of the mentioned approaches, however, do not provide performance stability. When
some factors, such as invocation request interarrival or resource availability, change, they
may become ineffective leading to performance degradation. In contrast, by enforcing rate-
guarantee with resource reservation and admission control, Storm-RTS ensure sufficient
resources for serverless invocations to meet their rate guarantee, which not only achieves
workflows’ desired throughput but also provides strong protection from the surrounding
environment.

6.3.3 Stream Processing across Multiple Sites

With distributed data sources and growing numbers of edge-based applications, stream
processing across multiple sites is of growing interest. Several approaches have been proposed
(e.g., [39, 133, 44, 25]). Most of them adopt the worker abstraction or use worker-based
SPEs as a building block. Worker abstraction limitations combine with new challenges that
arise from distribution posing many problems that require many efforts to address. These
include reliability [150, 78, 85, 143, 152], communication latency and overhead [89, 146],
and managing limited, heterogeneous resource pools [59, 90], balancing task placement
and parallelism [60, 56, 125]. Storm-RTS simplifies SPE design and well addresses many
problems above. For example, by leveraging RBAM, Storm-RTS can stabilize workflow
performance across limited, variable, and heterogeneous resousrce pools. Storm-RTS’s ability
to implement declarative goals enables its users to optimize their deployment for latency
(i.e., prioritize data centers with fast connections), reliability (i.e., automatic migration at
power shortage), and more.

7 Remaining Work of Thesis

By the time this thesis proposal is written, we have completely prove the capabiilty of
guaranteeing real-time deadline of applications. Further, we prove that RBAM realization
is feasible by proposing an naive RBAM implement and proved its correctness. We also
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Tasks Expected Time

Scalable RBAM implementation
Propose several allocation algorithms that can minimize the over-
head of deploying RBAM functions at any rate-guarantee.

2 months

Evaluate proposed RBAM allocation algorithms to understand their
efficiency.

1 months

Integrate proposed RBAM algorithms in a practical FaaS system. 1 month

Conduct empirical studies to demonstrate that RBAM implementa-
tion cost is asymptotically small for a large number of RBAMs.

1 month

RBAM applicability
Implement an demanding Scientific Sensor Instrument Data Pro-
cessing application using RBAM functions.

1 month

Design and conduct experiments to show that the RBAM func-
tions enable the application to meet its real-time requirements with
efficiency.

1 month

Complete the Dissertation
Summarize the research and write a full PhD Dissertation. 2 months

Table 4: Future Tasks and Timeline

demonstrate the applicability of RBAM is supprting two poplar classes of bursty, real-time
applications, namely Distributed Real-time Video Analytic and Real-time Stream Processing.
To complete the thesis, we are expected to complete studies shown in Table 4, each are
presented with expected time scheduled.
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